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Bed and Chair Care
Harle y Designer Pillow
Designer Standard Pillow
SP14059 45 x 32 x 13cm

£58.99

SP14003 51 x 36 x 13cm

£64.99

SP14077 45 x 32 x 10cm

£58.99

SP14281 51 x 36 x 10cm

£64.99

Designer Plus Pillow

Designer Lo Line Pillow

Designer Lo Line Plus Pillow

BEST

SELLER3

Spare Zipped Pillow Covers
SP14053 Standard

Unique moulded shape together with the pressure relieving properties
of memory foam make this the perfect sleeping partner.
Fitted inner and zipped Harley Velour outer cover as standard.
Additional zipped pillow covers are available.

Harle

Moulded from cold cast
polyurethane foam to offer added
support. Fitted inner and removable
slipover case as standard except
Original Travel. Additional slip over
pillow cases are available

Original Standard Pillow

SP14000 45 x 32 x 13cm £45.99

Original Plus Pillow

SP14006 51 x 36 x 13cm £50.99
Original Lo Line Pillow

SP14056 45 x 32 x 10cm £45.99
Original Lo Line Plus Pillow

SP14280 51 x 36 x 10cm £50.99
Spare Slip Over Pillow Cases
SP14002 Standard

£7.49

SP14135 Lo Line

£7.49

SP14318 Lo Line Plus

2

SP14131 Lo Line

SP14319 Lo Line Plus

Harle Comfort Pillows

Original Pillow

SP14033 Plus

SP14127 Plus

£7.49
£7.49

These pillows are the ultimate luxury
pillow in terms of comfort. They are
a traditional pillow shape. Both
pillows are supplied with a luxurious,
washable, zipped, Harley velour
cover. Memory Foam Comfort Pillow
is made from visco elastic memory
foam and moulds to the individual
users shape using temperature and
pressure. SuperSoft Comfort Pillow
is made from high quality moulded
polyurethane foam, and is a fantastic
alternative to a latex pillow. It is
exceptionally soft but yet incredibly
supportive.

Size: 68 x 42 x 10cm
Memory Foam Comfort Pillow
SP15891

£49.99

SP15892

£47.99

SP15902

£13.99

SuperSoft Comfort Pillow
Comfort Pillow Cover

£13.99

£13.99

£13.99

£13.99

Harle Designer Knee
Support

Visco Elastic Memory foam is used
for gentle support. Touch-close
fastening. Spare washable
covers are available.

Designer Knee Support
SP14250 26 x 26cm
£40.99
Spare Cover
SP14126
£17.49

Harley Original Knee
Support

Made from polyurethane foam for
maximum control. Touch-close
fastening. Spare washable covers
are available.

Original Knee Support
SP14029 26 x 26cm
Spare Cover
SP14126

Innovative products for easier living

£29.99
£17.49

Bed and Chair Care
Harle Mattress Tilter

Place under an existing mattress to give a 5” tilt. Place at the foot of the
bed to relieve symptoms of oedema, varicose veins, low back pain and
general fatigue. Use at the head of the bed to alleviate hiatus hernia and
respiratory difficulties.
Supplied with washable, zipped cover
Size: 45 x 63 x 13>2cm

SP14030

£42.99

SP14098

£26.99

Spare Cover

Designed to support the back of the knee and heel whilst
allowing the calf to relax. Takes pressure from the lower
back and stimulates circulation. Back pain is relieved and
symptoms of oedema, varicose veins and fatigue are
greatly eased.

Harle Leg Raiser

Supplied with washable, zipped cover
Size: 45 x 63x18x8x13cm

SP14028

£55.99

SP14125

£26.99

Spare Cover

CUSTOMISED SIZES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Harle Bed Relaxer

BEST

SELLER3

Support and comfort whilst sitting or sleeping in bed. It can
be used in two ways either upright to allow easy reading.
For those who find it uncomfortable to sleep lying flat, just
turn it around and place under a normal pillow.
Supplied with washable, zipped cover

Bed Relaxer

Size: 45 x 56 x 20>1cm
SP14027

£48.49

SP14099

£26.99

Spare Cover

Innovative products for easier living
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Bed and Chair Care
Harle Batwing Pillow

Harle ‘V’ Pillow

BEST

BEST

SELLER3

SELLER3

Specially shaped into three sections to hold you
snugly. The lumbar section gently supports your back
and the side sections give fantastic lateral support.
Use in bed or your favourite chair.
Fitted Pillowcase Available

SP14213
SP14214

Batwing Pillow
Batwing Pillowcase

£30.99
£14.49

Superbly comfortable and gives excellent shoulder
and neck support whilst relaxing either in bed or
the chair.
Fitted Pillowcase Available

SP14222
SP14223

‘V’ Pillow
‘V’ Pillow Pillowcase

£28.99
£13.49

DON’T FORGET TO ORDER YOUR SPARE PILLOW CASE
Bed Backrest

Over Bed/Chair Table

BEST 3

These Over Bed/Chair Tables
are made from chromium and
powder coated steel with
a wooden top which
can be set at
varying angles.
The table tops are
trimmed with an edging so
that items will not slip off.

SELLER

Powder coated strong frame covered in breathable
nylon fabric with pillow. Adjustable in height.

PR30230

WASHABLE BED
AND CHAIR PADS
See page 69

4

(£37.49) £44.99
Table size: 56 x 41cm
Height adjustable: 65 - 98cm
With Castors
PR60196

£62.99

Innovative products for easier living

BEST

SELLER3

Bed and Chair Care

PR60241
(£245.99) £295.19

PR60241/P
(£289.99) £347.99

Innovative products for easier living
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Bed and Chair Care

(£122.99) £147.59

PR60231

30” Safety Bed Rail

Bed Caddie

This bed rail works well as a side rail to keep you from falling out of bed and
as a support bar for getting in and out of bed. The safety bed rail folds down
and out of the way when it isn’t in use.

Weight capacity: 180kg
PR60232

6

(£91.66) £109.99

Offers a helping hand to a sitting
position in bed. Perfect for users
who need a boost to get out of bed
safely.

PR60229

Innovative products for easier living

(£24.49) £29.39

Bed and Chair Care
Bedside Econorail

Mobility Bed Rail

This is the most affordable bed rail on the market.
Although it weighs less than 1kg, it can support over
135kg The Econorail collapses to fit neatly inside the
carry case which is included.

This Bed Rail features a Swing Out Mobility arm to aid
in transition. The swing out mechanisms non-slip legs
reach the floor for added stability.

Weight capacity: 135kg

Weight capacity: 135kg
PR60227

(£61.66) £73.99

PR60228

PR46710
PR60189

Innovative products for easier living

(£122.99) £147.59

(£166.66) £199.99
(£192.49) £230.99
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Bed and Chair Care
Harle Booster Cushion

A luxury alternative to other forms of chair raisers. Place under the chairs existing cushion to raise
the height by 4” (10cm) or 5” (12½cm). Supplied as standard with faux suede, zipped outer cover.

BEST

SELLER3

NEW COLOURS

BROWN

BLACK

GREEN

RED

Economy Over Chair Table

SP44867
SP44870
SP44873
SP44876
SP44879
SP44882
SP44867/BLA
SP44870/BLA
SP44873/BLA
SP44876/BLA
SP44879/BLA
SP44882/BLA
SP44867/GRN
SP44870/GRN
SP44873/GRN
SP44876/GRN
SP44879/GRN
SP44882/GRN
SP44867/RED
SP44870/RED
SP44873/RED
SP44876/RED
SP44879/RED
SP44882/RED

18x18x4” (46x46x10cm)
19x19x4” (48x48x10cm)
20x20x4” (51x51x10cm)
18x18x5” (46x46x13cm)
19x19x5” (48x48x13cm)
20x20x5” (51x51x13cm)
18x18x4” (46x46x10cm)
19x19x4” (48x48x10cm)
20x20x4” (51x51x10cm)
18x18x5” (46x46x13cm)
19x19x5” (48x48x13cm)
20x20x5” (51x51x13cm)
18x18x4” (46x46x10cm)
19x19x4” (48x48x10cm)
20x20x4” (51x51x10cm)
18x18x5” (46x46x13cm)
19x19x5” (48x48x13cm)
20x20x5” (51x51x13cm)
18x18x4” (46x46x10cm)
19x19x4” (48x48x10cm)
20x20x4” (51x51x10cm)
18x18x5” (46x46x13cm)
19x19x5” (48x48x13cm)
20x20x5” (51x51x13cm)

Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Brown
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red

£45.99
£45.99
£45.99
£49.99
£49.99
£49.99
£45.99
£45.99
£45.99
£49.99
£49.99
£49.99
£45.99
£45.99
£45.99
£49.99
£49.99
£49.99
£45.99
£45.99
£45.99
£49.99
£49.99
£49.99

This Over Chair Table is made from epoxy coated steel
with an easy clean laminate Beech effect table top, which
can be tilted for reading or craft activities, the table
is fitted with four castors for ease of positioning.

BEST

SELLER3

Table top: 60.5 x 40cm
Base: 80 x 58cm
Height adjustable: 69.5 - 84.5cm
Max User
Weight
PR60195

8
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60
st

380
kg

£96.99

Bed and Chair Care
Premium
Power Seat
Electric-power provides 100%
lift for those up to 136kg.
Polyurethane foam, washable
cover & weighs 6.2kg.

STAY ACTIVE
WITH PORTABLE
LIFTING SEATS!
• For those with light to moderate
sit-to-stand needs
• Electric & non-electric models
TM
STAY
• LeveLift
for aACTIVE
safe, gentle lift
• Work
on
most
armchairs
or sofas
WITH PORTABLE

Premium
Power Seat
Electric-power provides 100%
Seat Assist
lift for those up to 136kg.
No
batteries or
electricity.
Up
Polyurethane
foam,
washable
to
70%&lift
assistance
cover
weighs
6.2kg.for those
up to 154kg. Choose memory
or polyurethane foam. Weighs
only 4.1kg.

Uplift Product
Code
Maximum load
Price
www.carex.com
Seat Assist
Power Seat™
Upeasy Powered
Lifting Cushion
Up to 21 stone
PR30361
(£214.99) £257.99
• For those
with light to moderate
No batteries
or electricity.
Up
Seat Assist®
sit-to-stand needs
to 70% lift assistance for those
Upeasy Seat Assist Standard Cushion
6 - 16.5 stone
PR30357
(£144.99) £173.99
• Electric & non-electric models
up to
154kg.
Choose(£162.99)
memory
Upeasy Seat Assist Standard
+
V
Foam
6
16.5
stone
PR30358
£195.59
TM
•
LeveLift
for
a
safe,
gentle
lift
or
polyurethane
foam.
Weighs
Upeasy Seat Assist Plus Standard Cushion
14 - 25 stone
PR30359
(£144.99)
£173.99
• Work on most armchairs or PR30360
sofas
only14
4.1kg.
Upeasy Seat Assist Plus + V Foam
- 25 stone
(£162.99) £195.59

LIFTING SEATS!

www.carex.com
EZ Stand and Go
The EZ Stand & Go can help you stand with
confidence; without having to buy an expensive lift
chair. It’s perfect for those who are recovering from
surgery, have back pain, general unsteadiness, or have
a lower-set couch that is hard to stand from. Armrests
are often set too low, and don’t provide enough
leverage to help you stand.

NEW

The EZ Stand & Go can be installed in minutes,
and places two handles right where you need it for
maximum support while standing. It’s fully adjustable
to fit any couch, chair, or recliner; and like all Stander
products, it blends in with your Living Room, like
another piece of furniture, to maintain the comforting
feeling of your home.

PR60188

(£99.99) £119.99

Innovative products for easier living
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Bed and Chair Care
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Eating and Drinking
Gripware™ Partitioned
Scoop Plate

Gripware™ Round Scoop Dish

Compartments help to keep
food separate and provide more
surfaces for scooping. Plate
diameter 22cm

The low front and high back are ideal for persons with limited motor
co-ordination or the use of only one hand. The plastic dish is microwave
safe and household dishwasher safe. Dish diameter 20cm.

PR65601

PR65006

£12.79

£10.49

Dinner Bibs

Food Guard

This flexible food guard can be fitted
to ordinary plates to assist with one
handed eating. Fits plates with a
190 to 254mm external diameter.
Microwave and dishwasher safe.
Weight: 45g

PR65071

(£4.24) £5.09

Stay Warm Feeding Dish

These bibs are long,
with a poly/cotton front
and a waterproof
backing. The
neck of these
bibs open
and close
with a velcro
fastening. Colours
and style may
vary. Machine
washable.

Keep food warm for longer using
this convenient dish. A chamber
under the plate is easily filled with
warm water, keeping food warm
for longer. The dish also has a
non slip ring which keeps the
dish in place, reducing the risk of
spillage. Microwave and top rack
dishwasher safe. Dish diameter
22cm

Size of bib: 460 x 890mm

PR65645

Jug Kettle Tipper

£13.39

PR65110-N

£14.59

Teatool
Tea Tool is a simple
solution that helps those
who find it difficult to
squeeze the tea bag. Pop
a tea bag in the cage,
place it in your cup and
pour the hot water in;
give it a stir and press
the plunger to squeeze
the bag, releasing all the
flavour and excess water.

Designed specifically
for the use with jug
kettles, this sturdy
wire tipper makes it
safe and easy to pour
water. Holds your kettle
securely in a cradle
and pivots gently to
pour without the need
to lift. Not suitable for
cordless kettles.

PR60072

BEST

SELLER3

(£16.99) £20.39

PR60092

Innovative products for easier living

£5.99
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Eating and Drinking
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Smart ideas for easier eating and drinking
Eating together is one of life’s simple daily pleasures – provided everyone can participate
and enjoy their food. The award-winning family tableware by ORNAMIN has been designed
with style as well as function, removing any stigma or embarrassment about using adaptive
crockery, because its supportive features are hidden in its design.
NEW

ORNAMIN Mugs with Internal Cone

PR65135/RD Red
(£9.99) £11.99
PR65135/BL Blue
(£9.99) £11.99
PR65135/BB Blackberry (£9.99) £11.99

These mugs were invented for
persons who have problems
tipping their head back while
drinking. In contrast to cups with
a nose cut-out the Mugs with
Internal Cone are intuitive, so they
don’t need any explanation. Furthermore, they
look no different from conventional mugs, thus
ensuring that there is no embarrassment about
using an adaptive product. Their thermal function
keeps drinks warm or cold as required.
Available with one or two ergonomical XXL-handles.

PR65134/RD Red
(£9.99) £11.99
PR65134/BL Blue
(£9.99) £11.99
PR65134/BB Blackberry (£9.99) £11.99

12

Conventional
Herkömmlicher
Becher
mugs

Innovative products for easier living

Mugs
Becherwith
mit
Trink-Trick
Internal
Cone

Eating and Drinking
ORNAMIN Plate with Sloped Base

NEW

This award-winning plate has a sloped base and a
discreet protruding lip hidden in its design. Combined
with the non-slip ring on the bottom it makes eating
easier e.g. for persons with limited motor coordination.
Also ideal for one-handed use.

PR65132/WH White
PR65132/RD Red
PR65132/BL Blue

(£24.99) £29.99
(£29.99) £35.99
(£29.99) £35.99

ORNAMIN Keep Warm Plate

NEW

This plate enables even the slowest eaters to enjoy
their meal to the very last bite. The big openings are
easy to fill with hot or cold water, the non-slip grip
pads ensure a safe hold and conceal the openings.
A non-slip ring on the bottom guarantees a firm stand.

Easybefüllbar
to fill
einfach
PR65130/RD Red
(£20.83) £24.99
PR65130/BL Blue
(£20.83) £24.99
PR65130/BB Blackberry (£20.83) £24.99

heißes Wasser

Eiswasser

ORNAMIN Drinking Lid

NEW

ORNAMIN Spouted Lid

NEW

The ORNAMIN drinking lid is the perfect
addition for the Mugs with Internal Cone. Like
the mugs the lid is intuitive because the holes
around the edge make it possible to drink
from all sides. It is also hardly noticeable as it
sits discreetly inside the mug. For those who
prefer to use a straw, a special hole provides
space for it to be attached.

Another addition to the Mugs
with Internal Cone is this spouted
lid. The long spout allows persons
e.g. with limited movement in the
neck to drink without tipping their
head back. The lid also prevents
splashes and spills and enables
safe drinking.

PR63136/LID Transparent

PR63136/SPLID Transparent (£3.33) £3.99

(£3.33) £3.99

Innovative products for easier living
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Eating and Drinking
Serrated Rocker Knife

BEST 3

Twist in shaft allows
utensil to be adjusted to
any angle. Bend for use
in right or left hand

SELLER

Rocker knife requires
only minimal strength for
easy cutting

Fork

Stainless steel.
Dishwasher safe

Youth Spoon

Soft flexible ribbing
adapts for any grip

Teaspoon

Large cushioned grip is
comfortable to hold

Dessert Spoon
Rocker Knife
Souper Spoon
Spreader Knife
Good Grips® Cutlery

Good Grips® cutlery has a soft cushion grip that
keeps the utensil in the hand - even when wet!
The built up handles are made of soft latex - free
material, with flexible ribbing that’s comfortable and
adapts to any grip. Each stainless steel utensil has a
special twist built into the metal shaft that allows the
spoons and forks to bend to any angle. You can bend
them for either left or right handed use. The rocker
knife requires only minimal arm strength for cutting.
A special extended safety cap protects fingers.
Dishwasher safe.

Novo Cup

14

(£11.16) £13.39
(£11.16) £13.39
(£11.16) £13.39
(£11.16) £13.39
(£11.16) £13.39
(£12.83) £15.39
(£12.83) £15.39
(£7.16) £8.59

Clear Mug With Handle

Perfect for people who want to drink without having to be
helped. The Novo Cup allows you to drink comfortably
while lying down.
Dishwasher, microwave and autoclave safe.
Capacity: 250ml

PR65075

PR65591 Fork
PR65595 Youth Spoon
PR65593 Teaspoon
PR65594 Dessert Spoon
PR65592 Rocker Knife
PR65592/S Serrated Rocker Knife
PR65590 Souper Spoon
PR65586 Spreader Knife

£5.09

A clear plastic mug
with large open handle
to grip round or under.
Supplied with two
lids, one for
anti-spill and one
with a drinking
spout. Mug is
dishwasher safe
but not the lids.
Microwave safe.
Capacity: 300ml

PR65100

Innovative products for easier living

£9.59

Eating and Drinking
CUTLERY

NEW TO THE RANGE

3 New cutlery design
3 Comfortable grip
3 Controlled eating
3 Angle makes passing the
food to the mouth easy.
3 Fork and spoon are
available for left (L)
and right (R) hands.
3 Withstands dishwasher
and rough handling.
3 Available in both red
and dark grey.
PR65550/DG/L - Spoon/Dark Grey/Left
PR65550/DG/R - Spoon/Dark Grey/Right
PR65551/DG/L - Fork/Dark Grey/Left
PR65551/DG/R - Fork/Dark Grey/Right
PR65550/R/L - Spoon/Red/Left

They have a double sided cutting
edge and are suitable for both hands!

£10.79
(£8.99)

PR65550/R/R - Spoon/Red/Right
PR65551/R/L - Fork/Red/Left

CARING PRODUCTS
Danish Design Made In Denmark

PR65551/R/R - Fork/Red/Right

PR65552/R

Knife/Red

PR65552/DG

Knife/Dark Grey

Feeding Cup

Click Cup

These feeding cups are accompanied with 2
spouted lids per cup. One spout is wide and the other is
narrow. There are two types of cups to choose from, one with
wings (handles) or one without. Each pack contains 1 cup and
2 lids. Holds 237ml. Household dishwasher safe.

This plastic feeding cup has a spouted lid
which if required can be clicked to create an
angle when drinking. Lids available separately.
Dishwasher safe.

PR65033
Feeding cup (includes 2 lids)
PR65032
Feeding cup with wings (includes 2 lids)

£7.69
£7.69

Cup Only
PR65665
Lid Only
PR65665/L4
PR65665/L8

Innovative products for easier living

200ml

£2.39

4mm spout hole
8mm spout hole

£2.39
£2.39
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Eating and Drinking
Sure Grip Non Slip Cup

Rika make drinking easier
This stackable, polycarbonate mug features deep grooves
allowing a comfortable, anti-slip grip. The optional lid changes
colour if the contents are in excess of 50°C in temperature.
An optional handle is available as is a useful straw clip.
Microwave and dishwasher safe.

Duo

Dignity By Wade

DUO is an innovative ergonomic handle that attaches
to everyday mugs, glasses and bottles, increasing grip
and stability when drinking. An alternative to 2 handled
mugs or beakers Wraparound style protects hands and
fingers. Can hold cups/mugs of a diameter from
70-90mm. Wash in warm water.

PR65673

Clear Cup
PR65571
£7.79
Blue Cup
PR65572
£8.29
Pink Cup
PR65573
£8.29
PR65571/G Green Cup
£8.29
PR65571/O Orange Cup
£8.29
PR65571/V Violet Cup
£8.29
PR65571/Y Yellow Cup
£8.29
Handle
PR65581
£8.39
Straw Clip
PR65582
£1.19
Temperature Regulated Lid
PR65580
(£6.91) £8.29

£13.79

Dignity is made from vitrified earthenware with added
Alumina for extra strength. Dishwasher, microwave and
freezer proof.

2 Handled Mug
PR65540W

£13.19

HandSteady

A unique cup that makes drinking easier with
less spills, more control and more comfort
despite arthritis, pain, weakness, tremor, limited
dexterity and other conditions. The handle of the
HANDSTEADY drinking aid rotates so that the cup
self-levels using gravity; It has a large handle for
4 fingers. Household dishwasher safe. Includes
discreet fitted lid.

PR65680

16

£15.59

Innovative products for easier living

See Page 30-31

Eating and Drinking
The cups’ designed with large handles and
makes gripping and drinking easy

PR65646
Clear

PR65646/B
Blue

3 Angled for drinking without tipping
the head back to drain the cup
3 Transparent for visible contents
3 Large handles for a good grip or
fitting the hands inside

PR65646/O
Red

PR65646/G
Green

3 Large base for preventing tipping
3 Includes lid
3 200ml capacity
3 Household dishwasher and microwave safe

£14.39

CARING PRODUCTS
Danish Design Made In Denmark

Standard Reacher

BEST

This reacher with the pistol style grip is easy
to operate, this lightweight reacher has a
magnet on the tip which enables you to pick
up metallic objects.

Code
PR60208
PR60209
PR60205

Length
Short 26” (673mm)
Long
32” (825mm)

Weight
168g
190g

Folding 26” (673mm) Folded 13” (343mm)

255g

Price
(£9.16) £10.99
(£9.66) £11.59
(£9.99) £11.99

Rotating Reacher

Hand Grip Reacher

A lightweight, but strong reacher that helps to
pick up dropped items. The moulded handle is
comfortable and operated by all four fingers
making it easy to user for people with weaker
hands.The rubber lined jaw provides a secure
grip when picking up dropped items. The jaw
also has a hook which can help with dressing.

Length: 32” (813mm)
PR60204/32

SELLER3

This reacher with the rotating clamp is
ideal for individual tasks, just rotate the
clamp to suit the job in hand. Easy to
operate with the pistol style grip.

PR60214
(£12.99) £15.59 PR60214/F

31” (787mm)
Folding Version

Innovative products for easier living

(£13.74) £16.49
(£15.41) £18.49
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Household and Kitchen

4QUICK
4EASY
4SAFE
£4.99

EACH SINGLE PACK CONTAINS 10 PLUG TUGS

Cooking Baskets

Key Turner III

By using this lightweight
cooking basket the
contents of the pan can
be removed easily and
safely without also having to lift
the entire weight of the pan itself. The pan itself
can then be left to safely cool down for removal
later when the risks of burning or scalding to
the user have gone. Two cooking baskets are
included: diameters are 6” and 8”

PR60010

£23.99

Outdoor Step

This non-slip half step
provides assistance when
tackling large doorsteps.
It allows you to take two
smaller steps rather than
struggling with one large
step. Perfect for people with
limited mobility. Made from
durable plastic. Completely
weatherproof and can be
left outside all year round.
Max User
Weight

30
st

18

The heavy-duty plastic handle
of the Key Turner III provides
extra leverage for easy turning.
Holds three keys. Fold the keys
into the handle when not in use.

BEST

SELLER3
Length: 120mm
Width: 22mm
Circumference: 100mm

PR60026

BEST 3

£7.19

Anti Burn Gloves

SELLER

190
kg

Size: 50cm L x 40cm W x 9cm H
PR30260

PR60076

£36.99

These anti-burn Kevlar Gloves gives heat
protection up to 350°F. Originally developed for
fire fighters, these safety gloves are suitable to
use as oven gloves or for removing hot items from
cookers, grills and microwaves.
These gloves are soft, flexible and hand washable.
Available in one size fits all and are tested to British
Standards. Outer composition: 90% Nomex, 10%
KevlarInner/Lining composition: 100% Cotton

PR60100

Innovative products for easier living

£16.99

Household and Kitchen
4 In 1 Perching Stool

Footstool

This versatile perching stool can be
used as 4 different types.

A

•
•
•
•
Max User
Weight
B

19
st

120
kg

A sturdy, steady footstool with
rubber mat surface and a steel
frame. This stool makes access to
the bath easier. Also available with
a handrail.
A
B

Additional handrail: 81cm (H)
PR60222
£27.59
PR60222H With Handrail £51.59

seat only
seat and arms
seat and back
seat, back and arms

The frame is a powder coated steel
and the seat is padded.
The product is flat packed and only
requires minor assembly.

Max User
Weight

18
st

114
kg

Seat height adjustable: 55 - 70cm
PR60266
(£58.33) £69.99

Long Handled Toenail Scissors

Table-Top Fingernail Clipper

The moulded finger and thumb grip on these Toenail scissors allow easier
gripping and greater leverage. This strong angled blade provides a good
cutting position and can cut through even the toughest nails.

The Table Top Fingernail Clipper
is mounted on a plastic base with
non-slip feet. The large finger pad
provides comfort and good leverage.
The stainless steel clipper has a
curved edge.

Size: 210mm (L)
PR63006

£9.39

Wood Effect Fluted Grab Rails

PR63005

£12.69

Prima Outdoor Rail
The Prima Outdoor Rail has
been designed to be used
out doors mainly to help
in doorways. The bar has
good grip and is coloured
in black.

These wood effect grab rails provide a look and feel of
timber without the ongoing maintenance costs of wooden
appliances. The rails are a fluted plastic surface for a
Size: 450mm (L)
secure grip with zinc alloy fittings finished in silver. They
are fade and corrosion resistant making them perfect for
both indoor and outdoor use.
The fixings are concealed under the twist lock cover.
Screws and fixing are not included. Available in 3 lengths.
PR45730
12” (30cm)
£23.99
PR45731
18” (46cm)
£26.99
PR45732
24” (61cm)
£31.19 PR60287 (£13.16) £15.79

Innovative products for easier living
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Household and Kitchen
Range of Non-Slip Products
‘Without A Doubt The Most Versatile Non-Slip Fabric
Available, It Can Be Used Virtually Anywhere’

3 Non-Allergenic - latex and rubber free

3 Safe and useable on most household surfaces

3 Fire resistant and UV stable

3 Easily cut to shape and size - will not fray

3 Biodegradable

3 Machine washable at 40°C

3 Available in a variety of colours

3 Mould and mildew resistant

3 Protects surfaces from staining, chipping
and scratching

3 Soft, cushioned, hard wearing and hygenic

Tablemats

BEST

SELLER3

Available in 11 colours

Size: 30 x 40cm

Twister Grips/Coasters

PR61702/1
PR61702/2
PR61702/3
PR61702/4
PR61702/5
PR61702/6
PR61702/7
PR61702/8
PR61702/9
PR61702/11
Price
PR61702/13
Price

Pearl White
Almond
Taupe
Electric Blue
Indigo Blue
Chilli Red
Mimosa Yellow
Forest Green
Grey
Black
£2.49

White Floral
£4.99

Available in 4 colours
Supplied in packs of 4
Size: 14cm diameter

PR61705/1
PR61705/2
PR61705/3
PR61705/4
Price

BEST

SELLER3

Pearl White
Almond
Indigo
Black
£2.99

Luxury Bath & Shower Mats - See page 65
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Household and Kitchen

Isagi are dedicated to producing anti-slip products designed t
needs for independent living of the widest possible consumer
of age or ability.

They provide an easy practical answer to many of the diﬃculti
around the home, in a subtle and attractive way, oﬀering exce
for money and providing an aﬀordable solution to life’s irritati

A unique pressure sensitive ECO-friendly, ve
•

Non Toxic – Heavy Met
• Food Grade and Sa
• Fire Resistant a
• Machine Washable & En

Fabric Rolls

Trays

BEST

SELLER3

Available in 10 colours and 2 widths
Width: 30.5cm
Sizes: Small - 41.5 x 29.4cm

Large - 45.5 x 32cm

PR61704/L White / Grey - Large
PR61704/S White / Grey - Small

£17.99
£15.59

Fridge Drawer Liner

PR61700/1
PR61700/2
PR61700/3
PR61700/4
PR61700/5
PR61700/6
PR61700/7
PR61700/8
PR61700/9
PR61700/10
Price

30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm
30.5 x 182.9cm

Pearl White
Almond
Taupe
Electric Blue
Indigo Blue
Forest Green
Chilli Red
Mimosa Yellow
Dove Grey
Black

50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm
50.8 x 182.9cm

Pearl White
Almond
Taupe
Dove Grey
Electric Blue
Indigo Blue
Chilli Red
Mimosa Yellow
Forest Green
Black

£8.69

Width 50.8cm

Size: 60 x 30cm

PR61707/1
PR61707/2
PR61707/3
Price

Available in 3 colours

Pearl White
Almond
Forest Green
£3.25

PR61701/1
PR61701/2
PR61701/3
PR61701/4
PR61701/5
PR61701/6
PR61701/7
PR61701/8
PR61701/9
PR61701/10
Price

Innovative products for easier living

£13.49
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Household and Kitchen
One Touch Can Opener

Opens round cans of all types with just one
push of a button.
Place the can opener on the can and the device
automatically adjusts to the size. Pressure is
not necessary. One push of the button and the
can opener automatically does the rest. The can
opener will stop when the can is opened.

BEST

SELLER3

Once opened the cover is fixed by a magnet
and is easy to remove.
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).

PR60102

£29.99

One Touch Bottle Opener

One Touch Jar Opener
Automatically opens
a lid with one touch
of a button. Place the
jar opener to the jar,
press the button and
the machine does the
rest. The jar opener
automatically adapts,
sizes the jar and lid
and then twists the lid
off. Suitable for covers
with a diameter of 3 to
8.8 cm. Requires 2 AA
batteries (not included).

PR60103

This automatic opener
requires no power and fits all
bottle tops. Place the bottle
opener on the bottle and put the
clamps against the cap. With
a simple push of a button the
bottle opener engages the cap
and twist it open in one second.
Suitable for both plastic and
metal bottle caps . Requires 2
AA batteries (not included).

PR60101

£29.99

£29.99

One Touch EZ Can Opener
This is the Ultimate 6-in-1 multi-kitchen-tool.
The One Touch E-Z Can Opener is a revolutionary
new tool that redefines the way cans are opened.
It is suitable for all ages and arthritis sufferers. In
addition to the no-twisting-no-aching rotary can
opening mechanism, the can opener is equipped
with five more features that open different
containers. Cap lifter opens flip top bottles.
It opens water & soda bottles with screw top.
The ring puller makes it easy for pull tab cans.
Jar pop breaks vacuum seal of screw jar tops.
The tin lifter makes your fingers and nails free
from hurt. You get all the tools you need in the
kitchen!

PR60104
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£17.99

Household and Kitchen
Good Grips® Jar Opener

Good Grips® ‘Y’ Peeler

Turn Key

Comfortable, built-up handle helps
open stubborn lids easily. Two
metal grip strips allow for easy
removal of lids ranging from 13
to 95mm in diameter. Household
dishwasher safe.

Good Grips® handle
ensures a secure hold,
even when wet. Household
dishwasher safe.

Screw cap cartons can be difficult to
open especially for children or elderly
people who often lack the strength
in their fingers. The Turn Key Screw
cap opener solves the problem.

PR63023

PR63020

£8.39

Ez Squeeze One Handed
Can Opener

Jar Pop Key
A

£6.79

PR60053

BEST 3

£5.59

Can Key

SELLER

B

The Jar Pop Key is placed against
the lid of the jar, and with a slight
lift, the vacuum is released,
and the lid can now be easily
unscrewed. Dishwasher proof.
MAX version is for deeper jar lids.

The Chef’n EZ Squeeze One
Handed Can Opener features a
patented racheting mechanism
which enables you to open cans
with one hand.

PR60075

A

£22.19

Long Handled Dustpan
And Brush

Take the backache out
of sweeping the floor.
The folding design
allows for convenience
of storage and traps
dirt & dust when
carried. The footplate
locks the dustpan in
place when sweeping
dirt into the pan. Colour
Metallic/Graphite

Size: 295mm x 960 x 215mm
PR60064
£24.49

B

PR60035
PR60035/MAX

£6.39
£6.39

Practical and patented opener for all
cans with a ring pull opening device.
Dishwasher proof.

PR60037

£5.59

Plastic Multi Opener

Tube Master

Use this multipurpose device to
easily open aluminium can tabs,
twist off resealable and pressure
sealed bottle caps.

Tube master squeezes out the last
remains of the tubes in a simple way
that leaves nothing inside the tube.

PR60039

PR60054

£5.39

Innovative products for easier living

£6.19
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Household and Kitchen
A Comprehensive Range Of
Medication Storage And
Pill Appliance Products
All Apex medication storage boxes are simple and easy to open/close even for individuals with dexterity difficulties making medication
Planning and storage much more convenient and simple to manage!
Pocket Med AM/PM

Securely holds medication for users with an AM/PM medication
plan. This pocket sized container is ideal when on the go and
out and about. Two compartment design with simple snap close lids.
Each compartment can hold up to 25 average size tablets or pills.

PR61523

BEST

SELLER3

£1.99

7 Day AM/PM Push To Open

7 Day Push To Open

Each daily compartment opens quickly and easily with a
simple press of the finger and closes securely.
Easy to operate container enables those with limited
strength and dexterity to easily access their daily
medication. Includes anti-slip grips to the base. Can hold
up to 46 aspirin sized pills.

Opens quickly and easily with a simple press of the
finger and closes securely. Allows twice a day users
to organize and access their pills quickly and easily.
Easy to operate container enables those with limited
strength and dexterity to easily access their daily
medication. Includes a tray to hold two organizers one
for AM and one for PM. Holds a full week’s supply of
AM/PM medication.

PR61516

PR61508

Pill Pulverisor

£3.69

Crushes pills into a fine
powder quickly and
easily. This appliance is
designed to help those
suffering from arthritis
or a weakened grip.
It creates a fine powder,
which can easily be
consumed with liquids
for patients who have difficulty swallowing pills.
The winged design allows for a loose grip and easy
handling during crushing. Easy to clean.
£4.79
PR61511
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£9.19

7 Day MediPlanner
Helps to maintain a
Morning, Noon,
Evening and Bed
medication plan
securely holds
SELLER
medication contoured
ids are easy to open. Pills and medication
is stored securely. Transparent lids for quick and easy
medication recognition. Colour coded compartments
for up to four times per day medication planning

BEST 3

PR61521

Innovative products for easier living

£9.19

Household and Kitchen
Ultra Pill Crusher

7 Day MediChest

Simply take a day’s
dosage with you when
you’re on the go! Day
planners can be
removed easily - tabbed
compartments help to maintain
a Morning, Noon, Evening and Bed
medication plan. Contoured design for
ease of opening/closing. Braille markings
and raised letters for the visually impaired.

PR61522

Ergonomic triangle shape
designed for easy handling
Turns pills into powder
for easy swallowing.
Easy to clean and with a
secure grip designed for
weakened grip or arthritis,
and an additional storage
area under cap.
£8.99

PR61512

£5.69

7 Day Detach N’
Go With Cutter

7 Day Detach N’ Go

7 Day Twice A Day

BEST

SELLER3

Compact and portable with snap on
lids and a tight seal. It has 7
Interlocking detachable
compartments and can hold up to
25 pills (aspirin size), with contoured
compartments for easy pill removal

Compact and portable with snap
on lids and a tight seal. It has 7
interlocking detachable compartments
and can hold up to 25 pills (aspirin size).
It’s contoured compartments make pill
removal easy. Each compartment is
detachable. Contains a stainless
steel high quality pill cutter

Securely hold pills and helps to
maintain an AM/PM medication
plan. The tabbed compartments
open easily and firmly snap shut.
The contoured design and tabbed
compartments open easily and
securely snap shut. Bold AM/PM
labeling with a white base and
colour combo lids.

PR61509

PR61519

PR61520

£6.29

Ultra Pill Splitter

£4.59

7 Day Ultra Bubble-Lok

Includes blade guard for added
safety. Ergonomic design easily cuts
pills in half. Includes finger grooves.
V-shaped design for accuracy.

PR61510

£8.59

£7.29

Pills are stored securely when closed. Easy to open with a
push of your thumbs. Features a unique patent-pending locking
system with 2 sizes available and contoured compartments for
easy pill removal.

PR61514 - Large (16.5 x 3.8 x 3.2cm)

£2.69

PR61515 - Extra Large (19.4 x 5.1 x 3.5cm)

£3.29

Innovative products for easier living
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Mobility

HANDY HANDLE

HOME

AUTO

BATHROOM

NEW

ELIMINATES ARM
PULLING, & REQUIRES
LESS ENERGY
TO STAND!
• Efficient, requires less energy to stand
• Gives Extra Leverage to Prevent
Strain on Caretaker’s Back
• Portable Design to Take with you Anywhere

Blue Ivory Red
26

PR41026/B
PR41026/W
PR41026/R

Blue
White/Ivory
Red
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(£16.99) £19.99
(£16.99) £19.99
(£16.99) £19.99

Mobility
NEW

LET’S FLY
A GLOBAL
DESIGN
SUCCESS FROM
TRUST CARE
Let’s Fly, one of the most prominent
rollators on the market today with a
perfect blend of design and function.
Celebrated on fairs all around the
world. The frame is made of light
weight aluminum with a total
weight of 6.8 kg and it’s been
designed to fulﬁll the high
demands of its user.

The back wheels have
built in suspensions for
a comfortable walk.

PR30277/RD
PR30277/GR

Red
Grey

PR30277/WH White
PR30277/CH Champagne

(£324.99)

Innovative products for easier living

£389.99
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Mobility
Let’s Go Out Rollator

Let’s Go Out gives quality of life mixed with a beautiful
and elegant design.
It is extremely light both in use and when folded away. It is easy
to fold, takes up very little space and can stand for itself when
folded. Big front and rear wheels make it easy to get over kerbs
and other everyday obstacles. The spring system in the wheels
absorbs any uneven surface.
The rubber handles are soft, comfortable, adjustable in
height from 78 to 96cm. Easy manageable lockable brake.
Comfortable leather effect seat.
Included is a bag which can be attached
easily, as well as doubling as a normal bag
with carry handles.

Length:
Width:
Seat width:
Seat height:
Handle adjust height

67cm
58.5cm
40.5cm
59.5cm
77-95cm

Max User
Weight

PR30278/BE
PR30278/BK

Beige/Silver
Black/Silver

20
st

130
kg

(£284.99) £341.99
(£284.99) £341.99

Let’s Go Out!
Enjoy life a little more.
Let’s Go Out rollator. Worldwide success.
Let’s Go Out is light and steady. It in black/silver with black seat and
weighs only 6.2 kgs and is 58.5 cms the other in beige/silver with
wide. It can easily be folded to 20 brown seat.
cms and put inside a car or stored Available accessories are a backrest
in a small space. The big front band in the same colour as the
wheels make it easy to cross kerbs seat, a tray that can be placed over
and the rear wheels have mudguards the seat and a crutch holder, that
to protect your clothes from dirt. can easily be mounted
Adjustable handle height from 78 on the rollator
to 96 cms. Of course there is a without the help
brake that can also be locked for of any tools.
parking.
Two colours.
Let’s Go Out is available in two
colour combinations, one of them
NEW!
Let’s Go Out is the first
rollator that has a built-in
soft suspension on the
rear wheels for smoother
walk on rough surfaces.
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Practical shopping bag.
The bag can be placed
under the seat or lifted off
and used as a shopping bag.

Mobility
Let’s Go Indoor Rollator

BEST

SELLER3

The Let’s Go comes with a useful carry bag and clip on tray, which
is ideal for transporting drinks, plates or any other small lightweight
items from room to room.
The hand operated brakes are easy to apply and can be used as
parking brakes. The handle is soft and comfortable and can
be adjusted to suit the height of the user. The brakes are also
linked together so that both brakes can be operated with just one
hand. The Let’s Go can be neatly folded away when not in use or
for transporting in a car. Tray colour may vary.

Handle height:
Tray height:
Length:
Width:
Carrying weight:
Max User
Weight

16
st

PR30285
PR30285/SL
PR30285/RD

NEW

790-900mm
680mm
630mm
520mm
6kg
100
kg

Beech/Silver
Silver/Silver
Red/Black

Innovative products for easier living

(£199.99) £239.99
(£199.99) £239.99
(£199.99) £239.99
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Mobility
Wheelzahead Track Rollator
The TRACK Rollator is a high quality aluminium rollator fully equipped with more
standard features than any other rollator on the market.
The TRACK is compact and stylish.
Its large wide soft wheels make the
rollator more comfortable and shock
absorbing, and the ergomonic
handles help with comfort on your
hands. Its double foldable action
makes it very compact when not in
use and it can be stored in much
small spaces than a conventional
rollator.
Features included with each
rollator are: A Walking stick holder,
A stylish bag, A net bag, A small
easy to reach storage bag for
your phone perhaps, A carry bag
for transporting the rollator, A
light, 6 reflectors, A serving tray,
A lifting pedal to help up kerbs, A
detachable back rest with name
tag, Please note that these are not
optional extras, they are all included
with every rollator.

PR30320

Compact Aluminium Tri Wheel Walker

(£241.66) £289.99

High quality 3 wheeled walker made from aluminium.
Folds for easy storage and transportation. Looped brakes
can be locked to give the user additional confidence when
resting in a standing position. Height adjustable handles.
Requires assembly. Includes a bag.
Available in metallic blue or silver frame

Handle height:
Carrying weight:
PR30275/SL
PR30275/BL

780 - 940mm
4.7kg
Silver
Blue

Are You In Need Of A Customised Cushion?
• Special Size
• Customised Profile
• Alternative Foam

• Unusual Shape
• Cover Variation
• Unique Cut Out

If So Contact Your Local Retailer Now

Wheelchair Cushions Manufactured By Able2 UK Ltd
30
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Max User
Weight
18
st

114
kg

(£83.33) £99.99
(£83.33) £99.99

Mobility

PR30182/RR
PR30182/CB
PR30182/BW
(£114.99) £137.99 (£114.99) £137.99 (£114.99) £137.99

Innovative products for easier living
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Mobility
Rollator Makeover Sets
4 Rollator Backrest And Seat Cover Set
4 Fits Most Seated Rollator Walkers
4 Available In A Range Of Fabric/Patterns

DARK BLUE FLORAL
SP60001

LIME GREEN FLORAL
SP60002

ANTELOPE GOLD
SP60006

CREAM LEOPARD
SP60007

HOOT OWL
SP60011

LADYBIRD
SP60012

4 Easy To Use And Put On
4 Hand Washable
4 Personalises Your Rollator

£21.99
(£18.33)

NEW
Compact Aluminium Rollator

A lightweight aluminium rollator that is easily manoeuvrable, prompting
Independence inside and outside of the home. Looped brakes can be
locked when resting in a seated or standing position.
The seat height has three positions
and can be adjusted easily.
The handles are also height
adjustable. Folds easily. Includes
a bag for storage under the seat.

Available in a metallic
blue frame

Max User
Weight

Seat height:
Handle height:
Carrying weight:

PR30282/BL
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18
st

114
kg

Low 455mm
High 580mm
780 - 940mm
4.7kg
(£124.99) £149.99

Mobility

BRIGHT RED STRIPE
SP60003

DOG PATTERN
SP60004

NAVY BLUE PAISLEY
SP60005

The Simple Way To Add Style
And Flair To Your Rollator!
BLUE/GREY
WOOL CHECK
SP60008

BLACKWATCH
SP60009

NAVY BLUE PLAIN
SP60010

NEW
COOL CAT
SP60013

SPOTS
SP60014

ART NOUVEAU
SP60015

BLACK/GREY
WOOL CHECK
SP60016

NATURAL MALLARD
SP60017

DECK CHAIR STRIPE
SP60018

Deluxe Folding Walker

Folding and lightweight and
robust with aluminium frame and
adjustable height legs. Folds by use
of a simple press down button and
becomes only 100mm thick for
easy storage or transportation.

Height
adjustable:
Width:
Depth:
Weight:
Max User
Weight

Cane and Crutch Holder

787-965mm
508mm
406mm
2.4kg
19
st

PR30180-SL

120
kg

(£59.99) £71.99 PR30283/CC

Cane and
Crutch
Holder
complete
with fixings.
Can be
attached
on to most
rollators.

(£9.58) £11.49
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Walking Frame Net Bag

A knotted nylon bag, that can
clip onto any walking frame for
carrying shopping or personal
belongings.

PR30292

(£8.33) £9.99
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Mobility
Adjustable Folding Walking Sticks
BEST 3

SELLER

These folding adjustable walking sticks with ‘T’ shaped
handle are lightweight and easy to use, they fold away
neatly for easy storage when not in use.

Height: 29-33” - With Brown Handle
PR30121-F/ICE/S Blue Ice (£14.16) £16.99
PR30120-F/FRL/S Floral
(£14.16) £16.99
Black
PR30120-BK/S
(£12.49) £14.99
Burgundy (£14.16) £16.99
PR30120/BF/S
Flower
Blue Petal (£14.16) £16.99
PR30120/BP/S
Tartan
PR30120/T/S
(£14.16) £16.99
PR30120/RAB/S Rainbow (£14.16) £16.99
Ivy
PR30120/IVY/S
(£14.16) £16.99
Pink
PR30120/PF/S
(£14.16) £16.99
Flower
PR30120/PAS/S Paisley
(£14.16) £16.99

Swirls

NEW
Height: 30-35” - With Black Handle
Etched (£14.16) £16.99
PR30135
Black
Blue
Etched (£14.16) £16.99
PR30136
Ice
Gold
Bubble (£14.16) £16.99
PR30137
Squares (£14.16) £16.99
PR30138
Swirl
PR30139
(£14.16) £16.99
Circles
PR30140
(£14.16) £16.99

NEW

Pink
Flower

Height: 31-35” - With Brown Handle
PR30120-F/FRL Floral
(£14.16) £16.99
Black
PR30120-BK
(£12.49) £14.99
Height: 33-37” - With Brown Handle
NEW
Birds Eye
PR30121/I
(£14.16) £16.99 Circles
Maple
PR30121-F/ICE Blue Ice
(£14.16) £16.99
Black
PR30121-BK
(£12.49) £14.99
Burgundy
PR30120/BF
(£14.16) £16.99
Flower
Blue Petal (£14.16) £16.99
PR30120/BP
Tartan
PR30120/T
(£14.16) £16.99
PR30120/RAB Rainbow
(£14.16) £16.99
Fitted With Pink Ferrule
PR30120/IVY Ivy
(£14.16) £16.99
Pink Flower (£14.16) £16.99
PR30120/PF
PR30120/PAS Paisley
(£14.16) £16.99 All Ferrules Measure 19mm
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Floral

Mobility
Burgundy
Flower

Bubbles

Paisley

Squares

Black

NEW

NEW

Tartan

Fitted With Blue Ferrule

Etched
Black

Rainbow

NEW

Blue
Petal

Ivy

Birds Eye
Maple

Etched
Gold

NEW

BEST

SELLER3

Max User Weight
All Sticks Are Supplied With A Black Ferrule Unless Otherwise Shown
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20
st

130
kg
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Mobility
Arthritis Grip Cane Adjustable - Folding

Arthritis Grip Cane for users that
need full palm support. Especially
suitable for Rheumatoid Arthritis.
Ferrule size: 19mm
Max User Weight

20
st

130
kg

Adjustable height:
838-940mm
Left Handed
Black
PR30108F-BK
Price
(£12.49) £14.99

Adjustable height:
838-940mm
Right Handed
Black
PR30107/F-BK
Price
(£12.49) £14.99

Blue Ice
PR30108F-ICE
Floral
PR30108F-FRL
Rainbow
PR30108F-RAB
Ivy
PR30108F-IVY
Pink Flower
PR30108F-PF
Paisley
PR30108F-PAS
Price
(£14.16) £16.99

Blue Ice
PR30107F-ICE
Floral
PR30107F-FRL
Rainbow
PR30107F-RAB
Ivy
PR30107F-IVY
Pink Flower
PR30107F-PF
Paisley
PR30107F-PAS
Price
(£14.16) £16.99

Comfort Grip Cane Adjustable - Folding (Small Handle)
Available in Black Only
Adjustable height: 762-991mm
Comfort Grip Cane for users
that need gentle palm support.
Ferrule size: 19mm
Max User Weight

20
st

130
kg

Right Handed
PR30107FS-BK
Left Handed
PR30108FS-BK

(£12.49) £14.99
(£12.49) £14.99

Ergonomic Grip Canes

Comfort Grip Cane

Max User
Weight

18
st

Max User 18
114
kg
st
Weight
Comfort Grip Cane for users that
need gentle palm support.
Available in Black Only

Arthritis Grip Cane for users that need
full palm support. Especially suitable for
Rheumatoid Arthritis sufferers.
Available in Black Only

Adjustable height: 762-991mm
Ferrule size:
19mm

Adjustable height: 762-991mm
Ferrule size:
19mm

Right Handed
PR30107S-BK
Left Handed
PR30108S-BK
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(£12.49) £14.99
(£12.49) £14.99

Right Handed
PR30107-BK
Left Handed
PR30108-BK
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114
kg

(£12.49) £14.99
(£12.49) £14.99

Mobility
Ferrules

Supplied In
Packs of 2

PR30017-BK PR30017-GR
PR30035-GR
PR30035-BK

PR30034-BK

Base Diameter: 40mm

PR30037-BK

Code
PR30035-BK
PR30035-GR

PR30037-GR

PR30034-GR

Size
Colour
21mm Black
21mm Grey

Price

£2.29

NEW

PR30034-PK
PR30018-BK

PR30034-BL

Base Diameter: 30mm
Code
PR30017-BK
PR30017-GR
PR30037-BK
PR30037-GR
PR30018-BK
PR30018-GR
Price

NEW

PR30018-GR

Size
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
19mm
19mm

Colour
Black
Grey
Black
Grey
Black
Grey
£2.29

PR30039-BK

PR30039-GR

Base Diameter: 40mm
Code
Size
PR30039-BK
PR30039-GR
Price

27mm
27mm

Colour
Black
Grey
£2.29

Folding Cane Holder/Clip

Walking Stick Bag

Base Diameter: 40mm
Code
Size

Colour

PR30034-BK
PR30034-GR
Price

19mm
19mm

Black
Grey
£2.29

PR30034-PK
PR30034-BL
Price

19mm
19mm

Pink
Blue
£2.99

Cane Straps

NEW

NEW
This bag will fit most folding walking
sticks. The bag is closed and secured
with a draw string and is available in a
black, nylon, weather resistant fabric.
Size: 36cm (L) x 17cm (W)

PR30161

(£2.99) £3.59

Cane strap for wood
or plastic handled
canes.

This useful accessory keeps your
folding stick held securely together
when not in use.

PR30156

£1.19

PR30150 Economy Black £1.79
PR30162 Deluxe Pink
£1.99

Innovative products for easier living
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Mobility

New
Let’s Twist
Again.
Trust Care new ergonomic crutches
Let’s Twist Again made of lightweight
aluminum, in an attractive design
available in six modern colors, awarded
the Red Dot Award Winner 2014.

PR30090/BY2 Black/Yellow
PR30090/BG2 Black/Green
PR30090/BO2 Black/Orange
PR30090/BB2 Black/Black
PR30090/SW2 Silver/White
PR30090/SB2 Silver/Black
Price
(£63.99) £76.79

Worldwide
design
success.

Supplied as a pair

Replacement Ferrules
PR30090/FERRULES £8.39
Supplied as a single unit

Crutch Pads

A core of high density polyurethane foam
topped on either side with a layer of visco
elastic memory foam. The combination of
memory foam and the multi-stretch fabric
allows these pads to easily wrap round a
crutch or stick handle. Can also be used on
a variety of walking aids. Sold as a pair

Pad Size: 13 x 13 x 3.5cm
SP54955

£27.49

Cane/Crutch Holder

Keeps canes and crutches
handy. A clip-on holder
balances the cane and
a rubber pad helps keep
the holder from sliding
off the table. The Cane/ Crutch Holder securely
grips a cane or crutch with a diameter of 16-25mm.

PR30158

£2.99

Comfort Grip Adjustable Crutches
Forearm Crutches have an anatomical soft grip designed to
support the palm and spread the pressure, for increasing
comfort. Leg and forearm sections adjust independently for a
custom fit. Finished in Bronze or Blue metallic.
Sold as a pair
Height to handle:
660-890mm

Max User
Weight

38

16
st

100
kg

Handle to cuff:
Ferrule size:
Bronze
PR30081-BZ
Blue
PR30082-BL

230-310mm
21mm
(£41.66) £49.99
(£41.66) £49.99

Innovative products for easier living

BEST

SELLER3

Mobility
Flipstick

Adjustable Quad Cane

BEST

SELLER3

The Flipstick is a dual purpose walking cane
comprising of a rigid, folding aluminium stem
with a comfortable plastic seat/handle.
Dual locking system.
The triangular shaped bag is lightweight to
carry – the perfect traveller’s companion.
Weight with bag 0.60kg/1.33lbs
Weight without bag 0.50kg/1.11lbs

Code
PR30127
PR30128/BK
PR30128/PK
PR30128/NB

Type of Handle
Original
Adjustable, Folding
Adjustable, Folding
Adjustable, Folding

Height
87.5cm
87.5-91.5cm
87.5-91.5cm
87.5-91.5cm

The Buckingham Walking Frame Caddy

The Caddy has one large and one small compartment
to allow the user to separate items such as glasses,
keys, medication etc. The caddy is easy to fit to most
styles of walking frame.

Max User
Weight
20
st

Colour
Black
Black
Dayglow Pink
Navy Blue

Height adjustable
quad cane with
curved neck, which
places the users
weight directly
over the shaft for
safety. The handle
is shaped to fit the
centre of the palm
and the front tapers
for the fingers.
Max User
Weight

130
kg

Price
£22.79
£38.39
£38.39
£38.39

16
st

100
kg

Height adjusts from: 750-930mm
Base dimension:
230 x 240mm
Ferrule size:
16mm
PR30148/SB
(£27.99) £33.59

Supplied with a tray, that is designed to safely transport a
plate of food, and a mug holder, which catches any spillages.

Max carrying weight:
Width without tray:
Width with tray:
Depth with tray:
Height:
Total weight:
PR30350

2kg
434mm
457mm
310mm
200mm
1kg
(£51.66) £61.99

Bridgit

Cane Stay

BEST

SELLER3
This is the easiest
cane holder to
attach to canes, keeping them in
place, upright and close to hand.
Simply squeeze the back-end
wings, place it around the neck of
your cane, and release. Cane Stays
work on most canes with diameters
of 2cm-2.5cm (0.75”-1”).

PR30154

£7.99

This clip joins two crutches or walking sticks
together in a stable X shape to rest against
any surface. It can also be used to hook single
crutches or walking sticks over the back of a chair
or handrail. Suitable for all crutches and sticks
between 18 - 25mm.

PR30155

Innovative products for easier living
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Wheelchair & Scooter Accessories
Wheelchair/Scooter Accessories By
Splash Scooter Storage Cover

Splash Deluxe Scooter
Storage Cover

This lightweight cover slips over your scooter when protection is
needed. The waterproof, navy fabric has sealed seams to eliminate
water penetration. Fits most three and four wheeled scooters.
The cover folds up after use to fit a storage bag or pouch.

This storage cover is made from a
heavy duty, durable outdoor, navy
fabric that sits firmly over your
scooter in all weathers and keeps
the scooter free of rain or dirt.
Simply slip the cover on and pull
the adjusting strap tight so that the
cover is firmly fitted.
Available in two sizes:
Large and Extra Large

Available in two sizes: Large and Extra Large

PR34005/L

Large

£54.69
(£45.58)

PR34005/XL

Extra
Large

£54.69
(£45.58)

PR34004/S Small Scooters
PR34004 Medium/Large Scooters

(£33.91) £40.69
(£33.91) £40.69

Splash Scooter Seat Cover

This fully waterproof
scooter seat cover is
elasticated and fits
over the seat and
backrest of a scooter
seat. A hook and
loop strap secures it
around the base of
the seat.
Universal size

PR34007

40

(£13.58) £16.29

Splash Scooter Control Panel Cover

This effective wrap
around control panel
cover prevents rain
from getting into the
scooter controls. Fits
most styles of scooters
and elasticated edges
provide a snug fit.
Available in two sizes:
Small and
Medium/Large

PR34006/S Small Scooters
(£11.58) £13.89
PR34006 Medium/Large Scooters (£11.58) £13.89

Innovative products for easier living

Wheelchair & Scooter Accessories
Splash Wheelchair/
Splash
Scooter Poncho Sleeved

Scooter Cosy

The scooter cosy provides full lower
body protection from the elements.
Full length heavy duty zip for ease
of access, navy fur inner keeps you
warm. Ideal for use with the mobility
poncho for total weather protection.
Universal size

PR34002

(£46.49) £55.79

This mobility poncho is designed
to give warmth and protection
to wheelchair and scooter
users. Generously cut sleeves
allow maximum movement,
with soft ribbed cuffs and a full
length heavy duty zip for ease of
removal. Hi-vis reflective tape to
the sleeves and rear for safety.
A Deluxe lined poncho provides
additional warmth with a brushed
cotton inner.
Universal size

PR34028
PR34028/D
Deluxe

(£34.99) £41.99
(£44.66) £53.59

Splash Scooter Cape

This practical cape will
cover the user and the
scooter. A clear panel at
the front allows the lights
to be visible, plus you
can see your control panel
instruments. Slots at the
side allow wing mirrors to
sit outside the garment, Full
length heavy duty side zip
opens right to the bottom of
the cape. Reflective strips
to the side and rear.

The scooter leg cape is a practical cover that drapes
over your lap and legs to keep you warm and
comfortable. It is waterproof and windproof. An inner
navy fur lining cuts out drafts. Quick and easy to put on.

Available in two sizes
Medium: 125cm (L) x 65mm (W)
Large: 123cm (L) x 65mm (W)

PR34003/M
PR34003/L

Medium
Large

Splash Scooter Leg Cape

(£46.49) £55.79
(£46.49) £55.79

Universal size

PR34001

Innovative products for easier living

(£34.99) £41.99
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Wheelchair & Scooter Accessories
Splash Wheelchair Apron

Splash Wheelchair Mac Unsleeved

This Mac provides
head to toe cover
for you and your
wheelchair. The
elasicated hem fits
over the footplates
and slots at the rear
allow the pushing
handles to remain in
use if required. It is
fully waterproof and
windproof. Available
in two sizes. A
Deluxe version with a
brushed cotton lining for additional warmth is available.

This Wheelchair
Apron fits snugly
over the lower
half of your body
keeping you dry
and comfortable
in your chair.
Elasticated bottom
fits around the
footplates whilst
the waist is held in
place with straps.
The material is
waterproof and the
Deluxe Apron has an inner lining of navy fur for extra
warmth and comfort.

Universal size
PR34020
PR34020/D Deluxe

Splash

(£21.24) £25.49
(£30.99) £37.19

Wheelchair Poncho

PR34022/M
PR34022/L
PR34024/M Deluxe
PR34024/L Deluxe

(£28.99) £34.79
(£28.99) £34.79
(£44.66) £53.59
(£44.66) £53.79

This protective Poncho slips over your head and provides practical
shelter from the elements. Waterproof and allows for pushing handles.
Fasteners to the bottom prevent the poncho from billowing out.
The Deluxe version is lined with a soft brushed cotton inner for
additional warmth and comfort.
Universal size

(£26.99) £32.39
(£44.66) £53.59

PR34027
PR34027/D Deluxe

Splash Wheelchair Cosy

Splash Wheelchair Mac Sleeved

The Wheelchair Cosy provides warmth and protection.
It is waterproof and the fur lining retains heat, keeping
you warm whatever the weather. A full length heavy
duty zip and cord pull allows easy access.
Available in two sizes: medium and large.

As the Wheelchair Mac unsleeved but with sleeves.
Available in two sizes. A Deluxe version complete with
a cotton lining is available.

PR34021/M
PR34021/L
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(£41.66) £49.99
(£41.66) £49.99

PR34023/M
PR34023/L
PR34025/M Deluxe
PR34026/L Deluxe
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(£32.99) £39.59
(£32.99) £39.59
(£51.33) £61.59
(£51.33) £61.59

Wheelchair & Scooter Accessories
Splash Wheelchair Bag

Splash

This strong durable bag is ideal for most wheelchairs.
It has one main compartment, a small zipped front
pocket and two side net pockets ideal for a drinks
bottle and a reflective strip for safety.
Size: 40 x 45cm

This durable bag is ideal for most scooters with or
without a headrest. It has one main compartment, a small
zipped front pocket, two side net pockets and a reflective
strip for safety. Size: 40 x 45cm

(£15.99) £19.19

PR34053

Splash Crutch/Walking Stick Bag

Scooter Bag

(£21.33) £25.59

PR34052

This strong durable bag
is ideal for any wheelchair
and most scooters with
or without a headrest.
Two side sleeves allow for
crutches or walking sticks.
One main compartment, a
small zipped front pocket
and a reflective strip for
safety.

Splash Powerchair Cape

Size: 40 x 45cm

PR34051

Splash Scooter Pannier Bag

This Scooter Pannier Bag is compact
and can be placed on the arm rest of our
scooter. It will fit most scooters. It has one
main compartment plus a detachable zipped
pouch secured with hook and loop. The bag
is secured using hook and loop fastenings.
Size: 325 x 260 x 85mm

PR34055

(£16.74) £20.09

(£28.99) £34.79

The Powerchair cape is designed
for chairs with electronic joystick
controls on the left or right side.
The cape covers you and your chair.
A clear panel ensures that you can
see the chair controls. A brushed
cotton lining provides additional
warmth. The elasticated hem
ensures a snug fit around the base
of your chair. Universal size

PR34029

Innovative products for easier living

(£50.49) £60.59
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Wheelchair & Scooter Accessories
Secucare Ramps

Modular Threshold Ramp System

You are probably familiar with those aluminium threshold ramps. They are heavy, they become very
slippery in the rain and are often at such an angle as to create more nuisance than comfort. The new
SecuCare threshold ramp system is made from durable synthetic parts that are quick and easy to
assemble. Fits most thresholds, for both inside and outside doors. The system is sturdy, requires no
maintenance and can be used in many situations. You can cross every threshold with ease!

Code

Sizes

Size

PR30330

Threshold Ramp - Set 1

PR30330/EXT

RRP

RRP

(Ex VAT)

(Inc VAT)

84 x 2 x 21cm

£39.99

£47.99

Threshold Ramp - Extension Pieces - Set 1

24cm on to Set 1

£11.08

£13.29

PR30331

Threshold Ramp - Set 2

84 x 4 x 33cm

£63.99

£76.79

PR30331/EXT

Threshold Ramp - Extension Pieces - Set 2

24cm on to Set 2

£17.99

£21.59

PR30332

Threshold Ramp - Set 3

84 x 6 x 45cm

£103.99

£124.79

PR30332/EXT

Threshold Ramp - Extension Pieces - Set 3

24cm on to Set 3

£26.41

£31.69

PR30333

Threshold Ramp - Set 4

84 x 8 x 57cm

£143.49

£172.19

PR30333/EXT

Threshold Ramp - Extension Pieces - Set 4

24cm on to Set 4

£34.99

£41.99

PR30334

Threshold Ramp - Anti Slip Caps x14

14 Per Pack

£11.08

£13.29

PR30335/GR

Threshold Ramp - Caps Grey x 14

14 Per Pack

£6.33

£7.59

NEW
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NEW

3 Modular – quick and easy to assemble
3 Versatile – suitable for indoor and outdoor use
Boxed Packaging With
Carry Handle For Ease Of
3 Safe – height adjustable with integrated anti-slip studs
Transportation
3 Practical – ideal for door thresholds and small steps
3 Standard Sets – 4 standard sets are available for most thresholds
3 Lightweight And Strong – extremely durable, UV resistant, synthetic material
3 Sustainable – 95% recyclable, maintenance free
3 Custom Design – bespoke, customised sized ramps are available

Suitable For Use With A Rollator, Mobility Scooter,
Wheelchair, Walking Frame And Other Walking Aids
Innovative products for easier living
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Wheelchair & Scooter Accessories
REVARA SPORTS GLOVES
Gloves with half fingers and a half thumb. Reinforced in places and specially
designed for wheelchair users. The combination of leather/suede and smooth
lining provides the glove with an optimal fit. Non-slip interior for maximum grip.
Pull off loops for quick and effortless removal. Available in four colours.

BEST

SELLER3

HAND WIDTH
PR35183/BK/XS
PR35183/BK/S
PR35183/BK/M
PR35183/BK/L
PR35183/BK/XL
PR35183/BK/XXL
Price
(£11.66) £13.99

BLACK

RED

BLUE

PR35183/R/XS
PR35183/R/S
PR35183/R/M
PR35183/R/L
PR35183/R/XL
PR35183/R/XXL
Price

(£11.66) £13.99

REVARA SPORTS INDOOR GLOVES
Indoor gloves
with half fingers
and a full thumb.
Only suitable
for indoor use.
Colour orange/
black.
PR35184/O/XS
PR35184/O/S
PR35184/O/M
PR35184/O/L
PR35184/O/XL
PR35184/O/XXL
Price

46

(£12.16) £14.59

XS Upto 7cm
S Upto 8cm
M Upto 9cm
L Upto 10cm
XL Upto 11cm
XXL Upto 12cm

GREY

PR35183/BL/XS
PR35183/BL/S
PR35183/BL/M
PR35183/BL/L
PR35183/BL/XL
PR35183/BL/XXL
Price
(£11.66) £13.99

REVARA LEATHER SUMMER GLOVES

PR35183/GR/XS
PR35183/GR/S
PR35183/GR/M
PR35183/GR/L
PR35183/GR/XL
PR35183/GR/XXL
Price
(£11.66) £13.99

REVARA LEATHER WINTER GLOVES

Genuine leather gloves
with a half open thumb
and half-open fingers
are provided with extra
grip on the hand palm
for maximum hold.
Colour black.

Genuine leather
gloves with a
full thumb and
full fingers.
With extended
wrist cuff for a
windproof fit. Colour black.

PR35185/BK/XS
PR35185/BK/S
PR35185/BK/M
PR35185/BK/L
PR35185/BK/XL
PR35185/BK/XXL
Price

PR35186/BK/L
PR35186/BK/XL
PR35186/BK/XXL
Price
(£18.33) £21.99

(£14.33) £17.19

PR35186/BK/XS
PR35186/BK/S
PR35186/BK/M
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Wheelchair & Scooter Accessories
Roll Up Wheelchair Ramp

Threshold Ramps

Our threshold ramps make it much
easier to get through doorways
with a threshold step. Constructed
of alumiumn they are light weight,
have a non slip surface, and
have a convenient built-in carry
handle. There are three difference
sizes available depending on the
threshold and the space to lay the
ramp on.
Max User
Weight

39
st

Max User
Weight

250
kg

PR30307
PR30308
PR30309

227
kg

Aluminium in construction, portable and simple to

(£72.99) £87.59 use, quickly makes stairs accessible.
(£108.33) £129.99 Size: 91cm (L) x 75cm (W)
(£182.16) £218.59 PR30297
(£132.49) £158.99

3cm height
3-7cm height
5-15cm height

Seat Belt Reacher

Neck-Eze Pillow

36
st

Car Caddie

BEST

SELLER3

Inflatable pillow that fits around
your neck thus cradling your head.
A supremely versatile product for a
variety of situations.
Velvet-like outer surface.

A convenient handle for pulling your
car seat belt. It attaches easily to
your existing seat belt with no tools
required.

Provides assistance for seniors
getting in and out of a car. Simply roll
down your window and put the end
of the Car Caddie strap around the
top of the window frame.

PR20089

PR40015

PR40016

£3.59

(£15.41) £18.49

Disabled Badge Holder

Panoramic Car Mirror

The Panoramic Rear View Mirror improves driving
safety and visibility by eliminating blind spots and
giving all-lane visibility. Its non-glare convex mirror
provides confidence while driving.
Installs easily over existing rear view mirror.
Size 17” x 2” x 3”

PR40017

£10.79

£18.39

Size - closed: 173 x 146mm
Size - open: 348 x 146mm
Designed to store and display your European style blue
badge and time card. The wallet is made from leather and
opens to fully display the badges.

PR35207/B
PR35207/BR
PR35207/R

Innovative products for easier living

Black
Brown
Red

(£25.83) £30.99
(£25.83) £30.99
(£25.83) £30.99
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Travel

BEST

SELLER3

Get in and out
of the car easily
and safely

The user can get in and out of their
vehicle easily and comfortably with this
strong simple device. The Handybar,
with its soft grip, non-slip handle for
extra comfort and super strong forged
steel shaft, creates a safe, solid support
handle where it is needed. The Handybar
fits the majority of vehicles with the ‘U’
shaped striker.

PR40013

48

(£27.49) £32.99
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Travel
Swivel Cushion
A soft, padded, flexible turning
disc ideal for use on car seats,
chairs and beds. The Swivel
Cushion allows a smooth swivel
transfer without painful jarring or
twisting.

Buy this and a
Handybar and

SAVE! SAVE!
SAVE!
See Combo
Pack below.

PR41021

BEST

SELLER3

(£21.66) £25.99

Auto Mobility Solution
Combo Pack
This combination pack includes
our Handybar and one Swivel
Cushion. The ideal combination
to help getting in to and out of
a car.

BEST 3

SELLER

SAVE

COMBO PACK

BUY NOW
PR40014

Innovative products for easier living

(£43.33) £51.99
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Wheelchair Cushions
Har ley

Visco-Gel Cushion

The ultimate pressure relieving cushion
within the Harley range of Wheelchair
Cushions.
This cushion incorporates a unique
‘Gel’ insert that is positioned to the
rear of the cushion. The ‘Reflex’
polyurethane foam base provides the
stability and support necessary. A layer
of ‘Visco Elastic Memory’ foam covers
the entire upper surface which provides
the comfort, relief and protection, plus
it works to insulate the gel so that it
never feels cold to the user.
Supplied with a Harley Premium Dartex
multi-stretch, waterproof, VP
cover with an anti-slip base.

Harley

BEST

46 x 46 x10cm

SP46738

46 x 40 x 10cm

Price

SP45907
SP45910
SP45911
SP44937
SP44938
SP44939
SP45915
SP45916
SP45917
SP45912
SP45913
SP45914
Price

Visco-Tex Cushion
HIGH

RISK

A dual layered cushion that
combines a base of high density
polyurethane foam with temperature
sensitive, profiled memory foam.
The cushion provides stability,
exceptional comfort, pressure relief
and support. The independent
modules of memory foam operate
independently, distributing the
load and keeping the skin cool,
reducing the risk of pressure issues
developing. Supplied with Harley
Dartex waterproof/VP cover.
Other cover options available.
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HIGH

RISK

40 x 40 x 8cm
40 x 40 x 10cm
43 x 43 x 8cm
43 x 43 x 10cm
46 x 46 x 8cm

SP46735
SP46737

The construction of this cushion
assists in the reduction of pressure
to the users vulnerable bodily points
and areas, whilst providing stability
and shock absorption. A three layer
combination of visco elastic memory
foam and high density polyurethane
foam make this seating appliance
extremely durable and effective. This
cushion will help with the reduction
and prevention of pressure sores and
ulcers and the memory foam ensures
muscles are relaxed and tension
relieved. Supplied with Harley Premium
Dartex waterproof/VP cover - welded
seams and anti slip base.
Other cover options available.

HIGH

SELLER3

SP46728
SP46729
SP46731
SP46732
SP46734

Designer Luxury ‘V’ Cushion

RISK

Harley

BEST

SELLER3

SP46337
SP46338
SP46339
SP46340
SP46341
SP46342
SP46346
SP46347
SP46348
SP46343
SP46344
SP46345
Price
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46 x 40 x 8cm
(£141.66) £169.99
40 x 40 x 6cm
40 x 40 x 8cm
40 x 40 x 10cm
43 x 43 x 6cm
43 x 43 x 8cm
43 x 43 x 10cm
46 x 40 x 6cm
46 x 40 x 8cm
46 x 40 x 10cm
46 x 46 x 6cm
46 x 46 x 8cm
46 x 46 x 10cm
(£66.66) £79.99

40 x 40 x 6cm
40 x 40 x 8cm
40 x 40 x 10cm
43 x 43 x 6cm
43 x 43 x 8cm
43 x 43 x 10cm
46 x 40 x 6cm
46 x 40 x 8cm
46 x 40 x 10cm
46 x 46 x 6cm
46 x 46 x 8cm
46 x 46 x 10cm
(£56.66) £67.99

Wheelchair Cushions
Harle y Pressure-Tex Cushion

SP44234
SP44235
SP44236
SP44069
SP44237
SP44068
SP44615
SP44539
SP44635
SP44238
SP44239
SP44240
Price

proven design of the
BEST 3 The
Pressure-Tex Cushion makes

SELLER

this a firm favourite.
Geometrically contoured into sections
which operate independently
allowing maximum weight
distribution. Superbly
comfortable and helps
keep skin cool and
free from pressure
areas. Supplied with
Harley Dartex
waterproof/VP cover.
Other cover options available
MEDIUM

RISK

Harley

Designer Economy ‘V’ Cushion

SP45918
SP45919
SP45920
SP44934
SP44935
SP44936
SP45924
SP45925
SP45926
SP45921
SP45922
SP45926

40 x 40 x 6cm
40 x 40 x 8cm
40 x 40 x 10cm
43 x 43 x 6cm
43 x 43 x 8cm
43 x 43 x 10cm
46 x 40 x 6cm
46 x 40 x 8cm
46 x 40 x 10cm
46 x 46 x 6cm
46 x 46 x 8cm
46 x 46 x 10cm

Harley

Comfort Plus Cushion

(£28.74) £34.49
(£30.41) £36.49
(£32.08) £38.49
(£28.74) £34.49
(£30.41) £36.49
(£32.08) £38.49
(£28.74) £34.49
(£30.41) £36.49
(£32.08) £38.49
(£28.74) £34.49
(£30.41) £36.49
(£32.08) £38.49

This memory foam cushion provides
exceptional value for money. The
base is made from high resilient
polyurethane foam that provides
stability and support, whilst a
bonded upper layer of visco elastic
memory foam provides the comfort
and pressure relief required. The
memory foam conforms to the
users body, providing continuous
and even pressure distribution.
Supplied with Harley Dartex
waterproof/VP cover.
Other cover options available.
MEDIUM

RISK

BEST

SP44504
SP44971
SP44669
SP44152
SP44750
SP44597
SP44644
SP44296
SP45929
Ideal for most situations including a wheelchair or scooter. Made SP44672
from high grade foam for optimum comfort. Wipe down, zipped, SP44393
two-way stretch leatherette cover as standard.
SP45834

SELLER3

LOW

RISK

Other cover options available.

40x40x6cm
40x40x8cm
40x40x10cm
43x43x6cm
43x43x8cm
43x43x10cm
46x40x6cm
46x40x8cm
46x40x10cm
46x46x6cm
46x46x8cm
46x46x10cm
(£48.33) £57.99

40 x 40 x 5cm
40 x 40 x 8cm
40 x 40 x 10cm
43 x 43 x 5cm
43 x 43 x 8cm
43 x 43 x 10cm
46 x 40 x 5cm
46 x 40 x 8cm
46 x 40 x 10cm
46 x 46 x 5cm
46 x 46 x 8cm
46 x 46 x 10cm

Innovative products for easier living

(£19.58) £23.49
(£22.08) £26.49
(£24.58) £29.49
(£19.58) £23.49
(£22.08) £26.49
(£24.58) £29.49
(£19.58) £23.49
(£22.08) £26.49
(£24.58) £29.49
(£19.58) £23.49
(£22.08) £26.49
(£24.58) £29.49
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Wheelchair Cushions
HARLEY PROFORM CUSHION RANGE

A great little range - maximum comfort at a minimum outlay. Manufactured
from high grade nodular foam allowing air to circulate freely. Ideal in a
variety of situations, whether to elevate an easy chair or in a wheelchair.
Luxury faux suede cover fitted as standard other cover options are available.
Proform
Cushion Ringo

Proform
Cushion Standard

LOW

RISK
LOW

RISK

Size: 43 x 43 x 8cm
SP44365

(£25.83) £30.99

Size: 43 x 43 x 8cm
SP44331
(£26.66) £31.99

Proform
Cushion - Combi

Proform
Cushion - Coccyx

LOW

RISK
LOW

RISK

Size: 43 x 43 x 8cm
(£26.66) £31.99 SP44367

Size: 43 x 43 x 8cm
SP44366

Proform ‘Ultra’ Cushion

Proform ‘Ultra Seat
Raiser’ Cushion

Deeper providing added
comfort and pressure relief.
Available with coccyx,
combi or ringo cut out.

Super size - ideal in an armchair. Available
with coccyx, combi or ringo cut out.

LOW

LOW

RISK

Size: 43 x 43 x 10cm
Standard
SP44368
Coccyx
SP44369
Combi
SP44370
Ringo
SP44332
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(£26.66) £31.99

RISK

(£28.33) £33.99
(£29.99) £35.99
(£29.99) £35.99
(£29.99) £35.99

Size: 50 x 48 x 10cm
Standard
SP44371
Coccyx
SP44372
Combi
SP44373
Ringo
SP44325

Innovative products for easier living

(£34.99) £41.99
(£36.66) £43.99
(£36.66) £43.99
(£36.66) £43.99

Wheelchair Cushions
HARLEY RING CUSHION RANGE
Harley

Harley Original Ring Cushion

Constructed from moulded
polyurethane foam that
provides relief to
endangered areas
when sitting for longer
periods. Fitted cotton
inner cover.

Designer Ring Cushion

MEDIUM

RISK

HIGH

RISK

Outer cover available

Outer cover available

Original Ring Cushion
44cm (Dia) x 8cm
SP44837
Ring Cushion Cover
Towelling (Black)
SP44266
Tartan
SP44266/TAR

The Designer Ring allows
the user to sit for longer
periods as visco elastic
foam conforms to the body
and literally ‘moulds as you
move’. Reduces interface
pressure on the body.
Fitted inner cover.

Designer Ring Cushion
44cm (Dia) x 10cm
SP44233
Ring Cushion Cover
Towelling (Black)
SP44266
Tartan
SP44266/TAR

£31.49
£14.99
£14.99

BEST

SELLER3

£44.99
£14.99
£14.99

Harley Nodular Ring Cushion

BEST 3

SELLER

Nodular shaped polyurethane foam allows air to circulate
freely and takes pressure away from endangered areas.
Complete with its own discreet cover.
Tartan cover as standard - other options available.

SP44289

41cm (Dia) x 7cm

Ha rle y

Comfort Ease Cushion

£26.49

LOW

RISK

This attractive cushion is lightweight, comfortable and easily
transportable. Discreet tail bone cut out for optimum comfort.
Carry handle and comfy cover with water repellent base makes
this ideal for outings.
Tartan cover as standard - other options available.

Size: 43 x 43 x 5cm (17x17x2”)
SP44346

Harley

2-Way Sculptured Support Cushion
Two different user ways to give maximum choice.
Nodular foam on one side or if you prefer a flat
cushion just flip it over for the 2-way option.
Designed to give cushioned comfort to the whole
seating area. Special cut out allows the tail bone to
virtually ‘float in mid air’ ensuring ultimate comfort
and relief. Tartan cover as standard.
Other options available.

(£20.83) £24.99

BEST

SELLER3

Seat: 40 x 36 x 5cm
Back: 40 x 36 x 5cm
SP44175
(£32.49) £38.99

Innovative products for easier living
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Dressing & Comfort
These comfortable and stylish
slippers have a wide opening for
swollen feet, the hook and loop
fastening ensures these slippers
are easy to put on and take off.
These machine washable slippers have non-slip hardwearing soles. The
slippers are available in a variety of sizes and in male and female versions.

A Bluebell Slipper - Female
Code
PR55150/BL/3
PR55150/BL/4
PR55150/BL/5
PR55150/BL/6
PR55150/BL/7
PR55150/BL/8

Size Colour
3
Blue
4
Blue
5
Blue
6
Blue
7
Blue
8
Blue

B Betsie Bootie - Female
Code
PR55151/BL/3
PR55151/BL/4
PR55151/BL/5
PR55151/BL/6
PR55151/BL/7
PR55151/BL/8

Size Colour
3
Blue
4
Blue
5
Blue
6
Blue
7
Blue
8
Blue

C - Albert Bootie - Male

Size Colour
6
Blue
7
Blue
8
Blue
9
Blue
10
Blue
11
Blue
12
Blue

D Arthur Slipper - Male

Code
Size Colour
6
Blue
PR55153/BL/6
7
Blue
PR55153/BL/7
8
Blue
PR55153/BL/8
9
Blue
PR55153/BL/9
Blue
PR55153/BL/10 10
Blue
PR55153/BL/11 11
Blue
PR55153/BL/12 12
BURGUNDY
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£17.99

All Sizes

£19.99

All Sizes

£19.99

All Sizes

£19.99

Size
3
4
5
6
7
8

Colour
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy

Code
Size Colour
3 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/3
4 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/4
5 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/5
6 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/6
7 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/7
8 Burgundy
PR55151/BU/8

C Albert Bootie - Male
Code
PR55152/BL/6
PR55152/BL/7
PR55152/BL/8
PR55152/BL/9
PR55152/BL/10
PR55152/BL/11
PR55152/BL/12

All Sizes

Code
PR55150/BU/3
PR55150/BU/4
PR55150/BU/5
PR55150/BU/6
PR55150/BU/7
PR55150/BU/8

Code
PR55152/BU/6
PR55152/BU/7
PR55152/BU/8
PR55152/BU/9
PR55152/BU/10
PR55152/BU/11
PR55152/BU/12

Code
PR55153/GR/6
PR55153/GR/7
PR55153/GR/8
PR55153/GR/9
PR55153/GR/10
PR55153/GR/11
PR55153/GR/12
BLUE

Innovative products for easier living

Size
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Colour
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy
Burgundy

Size Colour
6
Grey
7
Grey
8
Grey
9
Grey
10
Grey
11
Grey
12
Grey
GREY

Dressing & Comfort
NEW

NEW

George &
Charlotte
ALL
SIZES

£29.99

GEORGE - GENTS

PR55155/BK/6
PR55155/BK/7
PR55155/BK/8
PR55155/BK/9
PR55155/BK/10
PR55155/BK/11

PR55155/BK/12

6
7
8
9
10
11

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

12

Black

CHARLOTTE - LADIES

Code
PR55154/BL/3
PR55154/BL/4
PR55154/BL/5
PR55154/BL/6
PR55154/BL/7
PR55154/BL/8

Size

Colour

3
4
5
6
7
8

Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

These new Dunlop Slippers have a wider velcro opening at the front and rear of each style
of slipper. This makes putting on and taking off the slippers much easier for the wearer or
indeed the carer assisting. The wider openings also help people with conditions such as
swollen feet, as the wearer should find these slippers more adjustable and therefore more
comfortable. These slippers are machine washable and have non slip, hardwearing soles.
The slippers are available in numerous sizes and in male and female styles.

Innovative products for easier living
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Dressing & Comfort
Zip Grip

Good Grips® Button Hook

The soft, cushioned grip of the Good Grips®
Button Hook makes the sometimes difficult
task of buttoning clothes easy. The built-up
handle is made of rubber like material and
features flexible ribbing that adapts to any grip.
Length: 16cm

Handle size: 11cm (L) x 3.8cm (Dia)
PR55020

(£10.99) £13.19

The Zip Grip is ideal for persons A useful device for people who
who have difficulty grasping and find it difficult grasping and
pulling small zipper tabs.
pulling small zips.
Diameter: 2.5cm
Sold in packs of 3
Sold in packs of 6

PR55021

Long Handled Comb and Brush

A

Ring Zipper

B

(£9.24)£11.09 PR55049

(£3.66) £4.39

Ergonomically designed personal
care products featuring anti-slip
handles. Allows you to take care of
your own grooming needs. These
products are designed to provide
maximum reach with minimum
effort. The carefully designed handle
fits snugly in the hand to stay in
place when in use. Easy to clean as
they can be fully immersed in water.
Non-absorbing, so quick drying.
Latex free
A Long Handled Comb: 38cm (L)
A

PR45014

(£12.99) £15.59

PR45015

(£13.74) £16.49

B Long Handled Brush: 35cm (L)
B

Button Hook/Zipper Pull

Dressing Stick
Essential for anyone who has difficulty
bending and a limited range of movement,
or the use of only one arm or hand.
A plastic coated combination
hook/pusher assists in putting on shirts
and jackets, pulling up slacks or skirts,
or removing socks.
Available in fixed lengths of 46cm (18”)
and 69cm (27”)

PR55030/18

PR55030/27
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18” (46cm)
27” (69cm)

(£5.33) £6.39
(£5.49) £6.59

Assists in button and zip fastening.

PR55050

Innovative products for easier living

(£5.33) £6.39

Dressing & Comfort
Compression Stocking Aid

Plastic Shoehorn With Hook

Sock/Stocking Aid

BEST

SELLER3

This Compression Stocking Aid is
designed to take the struggle out of
putting on Compression Stockings.
Convenient handles greatly assist in
pulling the stockings up.
Simply stretch the stocking over the
column, insert toes and pull up with a
continuous motion.

Hooked handle offers a comfortable
hold for fingers and may be used to
pull up socks or aid dressing.
Length: 41cm

PR55028

£2.39

Easy-Pull Sock Aid

The unique shape of the flexible
Sock Aid keeps socks on the aid
until the sock is pulled all the way
onto the foot.
Requires the use of two hands.

Loop handle size: 91cm long
PR55319

(£3.66) £4.39

Long Handled Shoe Horn

Inside column width: 10cm.
PR55321

(£31.99) £38.39

Good Grips® Shoehorn

The Easy-Pull Sock Aid allows
people with the use of just one
hand to shape the trough easily.
Large loop handles at the end of the
strong, 810mm straps are great for
persons with weak grasps.

BEST

SELLER3

PR55005

(£11.24) £13.49

Luxury Stocking Aid
This shoehorn offers an extended
reach and a secure, cushioned grip.
The built-up handle is made of a latex
free, rubber-like material and features
flexible ribbing that adapts to any grip.
Available in 3 different lengths

Handle size: 3.8cm (Dia)
PR55010 460mm (L)

PR55011 610mm (L)

PR55012 760mm (L)

£14.99

£16.99

£19.49

This luxury stocking device is
particularly useful for putting on
socks or stockings. Strong wire,
tong style easy to grip, telescopic
handles, and cleverly shaped
bendable gutter so socks or
stockings can slip over straight on
to the foot.

Handle size: 38cm (L)
PR55318

(£14.91) £17.89

Innovative products for easier living

The shoehorn blade is mounted on
a spring making it far easier to place
into the shoe. Padded leather handle
for easier gripping. The long handle
provides extended reach.

Length: 24” (60cm)
PR55051

£10.79

Tights Aid

A one-piece flexible aid for tights,
with webbing handles attached.
The plastic blade is shaped to
hold the tights until they can be
pulled up within reach.

PR55320

(£6.49) £7.79
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Dressing & Comfort
The Hipshield Hip Protector

Buckingham BraBuddy

BEST

SELLER3

The Hipshield can help to
prevent a fall becoming an injury
and is designed to absorb and
deflect impact away from the
hipbone. The Hipshield itself
is discreet and comfortable to
wear and inside the protector
is a lightweight honeycomb
structure that compresses on
impact. The Hipshield just slips
into a pair of protector pants and is unobtrusive beneath skirts or
trousers. Pants are available in two styles, male and female, in six
sizes based on waist measurement. Made of 95% cotton, each pair
has internal pockets that you simply ‘slip’ the Hip protector into before
putting on the garment. Suitable for day or nightwear the Hipshield is
available in ‘single’ or ‘triple pack’.The Hipshield protectors should be
hand washed with warm soapy water and be left to dry. This normally
takes around 10 minutes. The undergarments may be washed by
hand or in a washing machine at 60-90°.
The single pack contains one knickers/pants plus two Hip protectors.
The triple pack contains three knickers/pants plus two Hip protectors.
The perfect solution, one pair to wear, one in the wash and one spare!
For sizing see chart below.

Single pack

Triple pack

Size

Female waist size

PR20301

PR20301-3

Medium

71-76cm (28-30”)

PR20302-3

Large

76-80cm (30-32”)

PR20303-3

XL

81-86cm (32-34”)

PR20304-3

XXL

86-91cm (34-36”)

PR20320-3

XXXL

91-96cm (36-38”)

Triple pack
PR20305-3

Size

Small

Male waist size

PR20306-3

Medium

83-89cm (33-35”)

PR20307-3

Large

91-96cm (36-38”)

PR20308-3

XL

99-104cm (39-41”)

PR20309-3

XXL

106-112cm (42-44”)

PR20321-3

XXXL

111-116cm (44-46”)

PR20300

PR20302

PR20303

PR20304

PR20320

Single pack
PR20305

PR20306

PR20307

PR20308

PR20309

PR20321
Price
Price

Bed Socks

PR20300-3

Small

£59.99

Triple pack

£83.99

These protect your feet from the cold but do not
apply pressure or restrict circulation. They can be
worn in bed or just for lounging. Wash by hand.
Do not tumble dry. Supplied in pairs

PR55033/L

NEW

(£49.99) £59.99

PR55052

Heel Protectors

These protect sore and delicate heels/
ankles. There are no raised seams around
the heel area. Universal size. Wash by
hand. Do not tumble dry.
Supplied in pairs

PR55034

£20.99

Elastic Shoelaces

76-81cm (30-32”)

Single pack

PR55033/M
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66-71cm (26-28”)

The Buckingham
Brabuddy takes
the effort out of bra
dressing completely
because it not only
holds one end of the
bra in place but it also
brings the other end
of the bra around the
body enabling the
user to easily couple
up the hooks and
eyes. The bra buddy
is one of a kind and
will make dressing a
much simpler task.

Medium (4-6)
Large (7-11)

£15.99
£15.99

Turn a lace-up shoe into a slip-on shoe.
Lace and tie shoes in the normal manner
just once. Shoes can be slipped on or off
easily without tying and untying.
Two pairs per pack

Size: 61cm (L)
PR55000

PR55022

PR55023

Innovative products for easier living

Black
Brown
White

£5.49

£5.49

£5.49

Bathing and Showering

BEST

•

SELLER3

PRO SEAL CAST AND
BANDAGE PROTECTORS
Will protect whilst bathing or showering

•

For use over casts, dressings or bandages

•

Adult and children’s sizes

•

Reusable and intended for single patient use

•

Guaranteed for 3 months use

•

Available from your local pharmacy
Code
Size
PR45080 Adult Long Leg
PR45081 Adult Short Leg
PR45083 Adult Long Arm
PR45084 Adult Short Arm
PR45086 Adult/Child Ankle/Foot
PR45087 Adult/Child Hand
PR45088 Child Short Arm
PR45089 Child Long Arm
PR45090 Child Short Leg
PR45091 Child Long Leg

Length
1016mm
590mm
990mm
560mm
254mm
305mm
460mm
560mm
460mm
790mm

RETAIL PRICE

£15.99

Adult Short Arm
Adult Long Arm

Adult/Child Hand

Adult Long Leg

Adult Short Leg

Innovative products for easier living

Adult/Child Foot/Ankle
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Bathing and Showering
Contour Shower Stool

BEST

SELLER3

Long Handled Toe Washer

This contoured shower stool is robust and
lightweight. The comfortable seat is perforated for
easy drainage and has handles on either side to
aid stability when sitting or standing. There are two
versions available, one with a back rest and one
without.

This long handled toe washer

Seat size:
490 x 280mm has an extra long bendable stem with
an easy grip built up plastic handle.
Seat height adjust: 385-535mm Ideal for those who struggle to bend
down. A flat wire frame covered in a
white towelling pad makes washing
between the toes easy.
Length: 71cm
(£32.79) £39.59 Two pads are included

Max User
Weight

114
kg

18
st

With back rest
PR46043/B
Without back rest
PR46043
(£24.99) £29.99 PR46049

Safety Strips

Slatted Bath Seat

(£9.74) £11.69

This high quality Slatted Bath
Seat is strong, comfortable and
provides easy drainage. There
are four suckers on each leg
which securely holds the bath
seat in place.
Max User Weight
30
st

Our Safety Strips help to prevent
slipping in a shower, bath or tray.
Easy to apply.
30 strips per pack

PR61668/S 20 x 200mm

£9.99

Bath Kit

190
kg

BEST

SELLER3

Seat: 460 (L) x 280mm (W)
PR46040/6
PR46040
PR46040/12

152mm (6”) (H)
203mm (8”) (H)
305mm (12”) (H)

(£32.66) £39.19
(£32.66) £39.19
(£37.33) £44.79

Bath And Scrub Sponges
Our most popular sponge is available
in three styles. These versatile sponges
can aslo be used for a variety of
household tasks. The scrub sponge
has a loofah-style surface on one side.
Handle can be shaped with a heat
gun. All three sponges measure
130mm in diameter.

Ideal for washing hard-to-reach
areas. Choose from the attached
scrub brush or four additional
attachments to wash the body
easily, without bending or reaching.

Handle Length: 558mm
PR45038
(£26.99) £32.39
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Length: 56cm
Code
PR45033
PR45034
PR45037

Shape
Round
Contoured
Scrub
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Price
(£3.33) £3.99
(£3.33) £3.99
(£8.16) £9.79

Bathing and Showering
Slatted Bath Board

Shower Stool

BEST

BEST

SELLER3

SELLER3

This Shower Stool
has a moulded
plastic seat with
a sturdy but lightweight frame.
The adjustable
aluminium legs are
finished with rubber
ferrules to prevent movement of the
stool.

This high quality
Slatted Bath
Board is strong,
comfortable
and provides
easy drainage.
Constructed from plastic it is light weight and easy
to assemble and fit. Rubber pads are under the
bath board to help prevent slipping on the edge of
the bath. Seat: 230mm (W)

PR46041/26
PR46041/27
PR46041/28
PR46041//H

Max User Weight

660mm (26”) (L)
685mm (27”) (L)
710mm (28”) (L)
Handle

159
kg

(£27.99) £33.59
(£27.99) £33.59
(£27.99) £33.59
(£8.33) £9.99

Max User

Seat diameter:
Footprint size:

Weight
330mm
330 x 330mm

PR46032

406-508mm (H)

18
st

114
kg

(£24.99) £29.99

Deluxe Lotion Applicator

Deluxe Shampoo Basin

A no-splash solution for washing
hair in bed. The Deluxe Basin has
a double-tube design that prevents
water from splashing. Includes
a 1190mm drain hose. Made of
durable vinyl for years of use.

Size: 71 x 61 x 15cm
PR45016

25
st

Apply cream and massage your skin at the same time with this long handled
applicator. Simply remove the top of the applicator and fill with your cream or
lotion. The rotating balls ensure even distribution and a pleasant massage.
Length: 45cm

PR45072

£18.29

Bathing Brush

Bath Pillow

£19.99

Long Bendable Handled
Sheepskin Pad

This inflatable cushion covered in terry
cloth, provides cushioning between
the bath and skin. Four suction cups
enables the cushion to be used in the
bath without fear of slipping.

PR46050

(£17.08) £20.49

PR45982

£7.79

PR46052
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£9.59
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Bathing and Showering
Moulded Fluted Grab Rails

BEST

SELLER3

Bath Tub Grab Bar

Bath Tub Grab Bar with hand-holds
for added security. Clamp can be
adjusted from 76-177mm, overall
height 495mm, height above the tub
374mm.

PR45422

(£24.99) £29.99

Length: 304mm
Weight: 295g
PR45712W
(£11.49) £13.79
Length: 406mm
Weight: 395g
PR45716W
(£12.49) £14.99
Length: 457mm
This cost effective range of plastic
grab rails have circular fixing plates Weight: 440g
supplied with a covering disc. The PR45718W
(£14.33) £17.19
rails are fluted to provide better grip Length: 609mm
for wet hands. Diameter of tubes
38mm. Distance from wall 59mm. Weight: 595g
PR45724W
(£15.33) £18.39
Disc diameter 90mm.

PR46710
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(£192.49) £230.99

Bathing and Showering

NEW
NEW

Mobile grab handles - ingeniously simple and safe.
Mobile grab handles - ingeniously simple and safe.

Mobeli Grab Handles

NEW

Mobile grab handles - ingeniously simple and safe.

Mobili grab handles are manufactured with
Mobeli
Dual Grab
Handles
excellent
workmanship
and are
certified by
the
German
Inspection
Agency
- Adjustable
Mobili
grab Technical
handles
are
manufactured
with
TÜV
SÜD. They
provide an
excellent
workmanship
andenormously
are certifiedhigh
by
adhesive
strength
(diameter
suction
pad
the German
Technical
Inspection
Agency
120mm)
and
are
available
in
different
lengths.
		
Max User
TÜV SÜD. They provide an enormously high
Simply
press
both suction
pads
onto pad
a flat,
Code
Handle Length
Load
Price
adhesive
strength
(diameter
suction
non-porous
PR45307
110mm
80kg (£98.99) £118.79
120mm) andsurface.
are available in different lengths.
PR45312
210mm
75kg (£112.99) £135.59
® press
Simply
suction
pads
a flat,
Mobeli
is the both
original
among
theonto
mobile
grab
PR45314
350mm 		
70kg (£127.99) £153.59
non-porous
handles.
Our surface.
product family is constantly being
PR45315
350mm - Chrome
70kg (£179.99) £215.99
further
and enhanced:
handles,
® is the original
Mobelideveloped
among thegrab
mobile
grab
PR45316
650mm 		
70kg (£144.99) £173.99
mobility
support
bathbeing
tub
handles.assistants,
Our product
familysystems,
is constantly
PR45317
6500mm - Chrome 70kg (£202.99) £243.59
Mobili
grab
handles
are
manufactured
with
shorteners,
bath tub
handles
and accessories.
further developed
and
enhanced:
grab handles,
excellent
workmanship
and are
certified
by
® grab
Mobeli
handlessupport
have
a systems,
safety
indicator
mobility
assistants,
bath tub
the German Technical Inspection Agency
that
permanently
monitors
its
vacuum
state
shorteners,
bath
tub handles
and accessories.
		
Max
User
TÜV
SÜD.
They
provide
an
enormously
high
®Handle
and
adhesive
If the
warning
jack
rises
Mobeli
grabforce.
handles
have
a safety
indicator
Code
Length
Load
Price
adhesive
strength
(diameter
suction
pad
and
red
edge of
the jack
becomes
visible,
thatthe
permanently
monitors
its
vacuum
state
PR45308
220-345mm
65kg
(£149.99)
£179.99
120mm)
and
are available
in
different
lengths.
the
suction
head
must
be(£161.99)
released
and
andMobeli
adhesive
force.
If the
warning
rises
PR45309
340-455mm
65kg
£194.39
Simply
press
both
suction
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Bathing and Showering
Shower Stool - Dino Type

Prima Grab Bars
The Prima Grab Bar is one of the strongest
and most attractive grab bars on the market.
The bars feature special soft grip mouldings
around the bar to reduce the risk of slipping,
even with wet soapy hands. Reinforced screw
mounting points are concealed by colour
co-ordinated plastic covers.
Available in white/mint and all white

BEST

SELLER3
Code
PR60288 Straight
PR60280 Straight
PR60289 Straight
PR60281 Straight
PR60290 Straight
PR60282 Straight
PR60291 Straight
PR60283 Straight
PR60292 Angled
PR60284 Angled
PR60293 Angled
PR60285 Angled

Size
300mm
300mm
400mm
400mm
450mm
450mm
600mm
600mm
330mm
330mm
400mm
400mm

Colour
White
White/Mint
White
White/Mint
White
White/Mint
White
White/Mint
White
White/Mint
White
White/Mint

Prima Perching Stool

The Prima Perching Stool has
been designed to be attractive
and practical, and is ideal for use
in the bathroom.

Overall width with arms: 540mm
Adjust seat height: 510-640mm

Max User
Weight

PR60263
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20
st

127
kg

(£76.99) £92.39

Price
(£11.08) £13.29
(£11.08) £13.29
(£12.49) £14.99
(£12.49) £14.99
(£13.16) £15.79
(£13.16) £15.79
(£17.58) £21.09
(£17.58) £21.09
(£14.08) £16.89
(£14.08) £16.89
(£17.58) £21.09
(£17.58) £21.09

Steel Grab Rails

Plastic coated grab rails available in
three lengths. Manufactured from
25mm tube. Two fixing holes with
flat fixing plates.

PR45560 457mm (£6.99) £8.39
PR45561 609mm (£8.33) £9.99
PR45562 685mm (£8.99) £10.79

A robust shower stool manufactured
from plastic coated steel tubing
and fitted with a plastic clip on seat.
The plastic seat is perforated for
drainage and is easily removable for
cleaning.

Height:
Width:
Depth:
Footprint size:
Max User
Weight

25
st

457-610mm
380mm
330mm
430 x 460mm
160
kg

(£42.91) £51.49

PR46010

Bath Step

Our aluminium bath step is ideal to
assist getting in and out of the bath.
It is height adjustable and comes
complete with non slip feet. Not to be
used inside the bath.
Max User
Weight

19
st

120
kg

Footprint size:
Height adjustable:
Weight:
PR46293

Innovative products for easier living

410 x 230mm
205 - 260mm
1.3kg
£38.99

Bathing and Showering
Range of Non-Slip Products
‘Stayput Bath And Shower Mats Are Soft, Comfortable,
Free Draining And Mould/Bacteria Resistant’
3 Non-Allergenic - latex and rubber free

3 Strong suckers secure the mats in position

3 Fire resistant and UV stable

3 Machine washable at 40°C

3 Biodegradable

3 Mould and mildew resistant

3 Free draining with a soft, cushioned,
textured surface

3 Integrated hanging loop

Luxury Non-Slip Bath Mat

BEST

SELLER3

Available in 2 colours
Size: 43 x 90cm

PR45120/W White
PR45120/BL Blue

Luxury Non-Slip Shower Mat

£22.99
£22.99

Luxury Non-Slip Quadrant Shower Mat

BEST

SELLER3

Available in 2 colours
Size: 50.8 x 50.8cm

PR45121/W White
PR45121/BL Blue

£16.99
£16.99

BEST

SELLER3

Size: 59.7 x 59.7cm

PR45122/W

Innovative products for easier living

White

£19.99
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Bathing and Showering
Inflatable Bath Cushion

Flannel Strap

This inflatable bath cushion provides
more comfort whilst bathing.
It has suckers to prevent movement
when in place. Size when inflated is
approximately 48 x 48cm

An ideal product for someone with
limited flexibility to wash their back.
One side is soft terry cotton and
the reverse side is a coarser foam
material. Easy grip plastic handles.
The matching hand mitt is double
sided. Strap length including
handles: 94cm Width: 10cm

PR46053

£8.39

Shampoo Cap

PR46051

Our shampoo caps wash, condition
and rinse hair in one simple step,
leaving the hair smelling fresh, towel
dry and ready for styling. Can be
warmed in the microwave or used
cool. One cap per pack

£15.59

PR45110

£3.79

Bath And Shower Mats

BEST

SELLER3

These Bath Mats are made from rubber and have a
ribbed surface and suction cups for added slip resistance.
The mats are self draining and fully machine washable.
The mats are available in white only and in three sizes.

Code
PR45047
PR45051
PR45057

Description
Long
Square
Extra Long

Size
340 x 740mm
530 x 530mm
370 x 900mm

Price
£11.49
£12.79
£13.79

Bathing Cushion
The Bathing Cushion is simple to use, lowering you
gently to the bottom of the bath. Once there you can
choose whether to leave a small amount of air in the
cushion to act as a back support, or release all the air
to lie right back and bathe as normal.
When you have finished your bath, the Bathing Cushion
can be re-inflated to lift you steadily back up level with
the top of the bath. This Bathing Cushion is battery
powered with no need to have trailing power leads
running out of the bathroom.
Max User
Weight

23
st

150
kg

Seat height (min/max):
Seat depth:
Seat width:
Airhose length:
PR46080
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2cm/40cm
44cm
58cm
1.8m
(£559.99) £671.99

Bathing and Showering

New
New
Let’s
New
New Relax
Let’s
Let’s
Relax
Let’sRelax
Relax
bathroom
bathroom
bathroom
bathroom
collection.
collection.
collection.
collection.

A

An
allbathroom
new bathroom
from
An all
new
collectioncollection
from
An
all
new bathroom
collection
from modern
An all
new
bathroom
collection
from
Trust
Care.
Unique
design
with
Trust
Care.
Unique
design
with
modern
Trust Care.
Unique
design
with
modern
Trustfunctionality.
Care.
Unique
design
with stool
modern
functionality.
Let’s Sing
shower
Let’s
shower
functionality.
Let’s
SingSing
shower
stool stool
functionality.
Let’s
Sing
shower
stoolin
and
Let’s
Step
footstool
is
delivered
and
Let’s
Step
footstool
is
delivered
in
and
Let’s
Step
footstool
is
delivered
and Let’s colors
Step footstool
is delivered
in in
matching
white and
black, giving
matching colors
white
and and
black,black,
giving giving
matching
colors
white
matching
colors
white
and
black,
giving
a modern
appearance.
modern
appearance.
a amodern
appearance.
a modern
appearance.

A

Let’s Sing - Shower Stool

Let’s Sing is a new modern shower stool.
The chair is of a stable construction for safe and secure
use. It has easily adjustable legs that can be positioned
to the desired height in one simple operation. An
optional metal wire basket can be added that attaches
below the seat and provides a place to store shower
items. Height adjustable from 43 to 59cm.
150
23
Seat size: 52 x 34cm.
kg
Max User Weight st

(£85.99) £103.19

PR46047

B

B Let’s Step - Bath Step
Let’s Step is a new footstool with modern
design influences for use in the shower or bathroom.
The stool has a beautiful yet stable construction for
safe and secure use.
Height: 17cm.
Footprint: 49 x 31cm.
Max User 23
150
kg
st
Weight

PR46294

(£70.99) £85.19

Aqua Glove

Foot Cleaner With Pumice

BEST 3

SELLER

Waterless bathing without soap, rinsing and
drying! The aqua® wash glove is made of a
very resistant non-woven embossed material,
is very smooth and is pre-moistened with
no-rinse and protective washing lotions.
Ideal for washing your feet without the need to bend
forward. Can be used in a bath or shower by attaching
the suction cups. Use the pumice to gently exfoliate and
smooth your feet.

PR45061

(£8.33) £9.99

The aqua® glove gives easy to use rinse-free
bathing for bedridden or dependent people.
It can be used in hospitals, care homes, at
home or whilst travelling.
12 gloves per pack

PR52207

Innovative products for easier living

£7.99
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Toileting
Continence Care From
Vida Washable Underwear

Vida Washable Pouch Pants

These Washable Pants are ideal for light urinary
incontinence as they provide comfort and protection.
The stay dry lining next to the skin keeps the user dry.
Mens and ladies styles are available and absorb
approximately 300ml.
Sold individually

Male
Female
Size (cm) Price
PR52229/S PR52230/S 75-90
(£15.24) £18.29
PR52229/M PR52230/M 91-105 (£15.24) £18.29
PR52229/L PR52230/L 106-121 (£15.24) £18.29
PR52229/XL PR52230/XL 122-137 (£15.24) £18.29
PR52229/XXL PR52230/XXL 138-150 (£15.24) £18.29

These Pouch Pants are comfortable, durable and allow
the use of either a disposable or washable pad. The
stay dry lining next to the skin keeps the user dry. Mens
and ladies styles are available.
Sold individually
Disposable and washable insert pads are
available separately

Female
Size (cm)
PR52227/S PR52228/S 75-90
PR52227/M PR52228/M 91-105
PR52227/L PR52228/L 106-121
PR52227/XL PR52228/XL 122-137
PR52227/XXL PR52228/XXL 38-150
Male

Price

(£14.33) £17.19
(£14.33) £17.19
(£14.33) £17.19
(£14.33) £17.19
(£14.33) £17.19

Vida Pvc Waterproof Protective Pants
Vida is the Able2 brand for incontinence products.
Our plastic waterproof pull on pants are soft and comfortable.
They are machine washable.
Sold individually

PR52179/S
PR52179/M
PR52179/L
PR52179/XL
PR52179/XXL

Small
Medium
Large
XLarge
XXLarge

81-91cm
96-107cm
112-122cm
127-137cm
141-148cm

‘Get In And Out Of The Car Easily’
See page 48
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BEST

SELLER3

(£13.99) £16.79
(£13.99) £16.79
(£13.99) £16.79
(£13.99) £16.79
(£13.99) £16.79

Toileting
Vida Washable Chair Pads
This lightweight machine washable and reusable chair pad contains five layers of material that quickly absorbs and
locks liquid inside. The top layer keeps the user dry and the lower layer is waterproof to protect the furniture.

BEST

Size: 50 x 60cm
Abbsorbency: 1 litre
Four colours available
PR52250/PK Pink
PR52250/WN Wine
PR52250/BL Blue
PR52250/BR Brown

SELLER3

(£7.99) £9.59
(£7.99) £9.59
(£7.99) £9.59
(£7.99) £9.59

Vida Washable Bed Pads

This lightweight machine washable and reusable bed

BEST 3 pad contains five layers of material that quickly

SELLER

absorb and locks liquid inside. The top layer keeps
the user dry and the lower layer is waterproof to protect the
furniture. Machine washable. Available with or without tucks,
in two different sizes and with two absorbency levels.
Midi – 2 litre absorbency
Maxi – 3 litre absorbency

PR52251
PR52251/G
PR52251/T
PR52251/T/G
PR52252
PR52252/G
PR52252/T
PR52252/T/G
PR52253/T
PR52253/T/G
PR52254/T
PR52254/T/G

70 x 90cm
70 x 90cm
70 x 90cm with tucks
70 x 90cm with tucks
70 x 90cm
70 x 90cm
70 x 90cm with tucks
70 x 90cm with tucks
90 x 90cm with tucks
90 x 90cm with tucks
90 x 90cm with tucks
90 x 90cm with tucks

Pink
Green
Pink
Green
Pink
Green
Pink
Green
Pink
Green
Pink
Green

Midi
Midi
Midi
Midi
Maxi
Maxi
Maxi
Maxi
Midi
Midi
Maxi
Maxi

Innovative products for easier living

(£15.99) £19.19
(£15.99) £19.19
(£17.99) £21.59
(£17.99) £21.59
(£17.99) £21.59
(£17.99) £21.59
(£19.99) £23.99
(£19.99) £23.99
(£20.99) £25.19
(£20.99) £25.19
(£23.33) £27.99
(£23.33) £27.99
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Toileting
Kylie™ Bed Pads

Designed to provide protection against incontinence for mattresses
or other furniture whilst keeping the user dry and comfortable. Fabric
wings tuck underneath the mattress to secure the pad in place.
Available in Salmon Pink or Blue.
Available in three sizes

PR52221/2
PR52222/2
PR52221/3
PR52222/3
PR52221/4
PR52222/4

Size (cm)
91x70
91x70
91x91
91x91
127x70
127x70

Colour
Pink
Blue
Pink
Blue
Pink
Blue

Absorbency
2 litres
(£25.33) £30.39
2 litres
(£25.33) £30.39
3 litres
(£33.58) £40.29
3 litres
(£33.58) £40.29
4 litres
(£52.83) £63.39
4 litres
(£52.83) £63.39

Kylie™ Washable Underwear
Kylie™ washable
underwear looks
and feels like normal
underwear, offering
maximum protection,
absorbency and reliability
in the most discreet
way. The Male briefs
are a classic Y-front
style and the Lady has
been styled as normal
underwear. All briefs are
reusable, washable and
highly absorbent, 350ml
(approx) capacity and
supplied in white. Made
from 100% cotton.
Sold individually

Kylie™ Male
PR52224/S
PR52224/M
PR52224/L
PR52224/XL
PR52224/XXL

Kylie™ Lady
PR52225/S
PR52225/M
PR52225/L
PR52225/XL
PR52225/XXL

Size
Small
Medium
Large
X Large
XX Large

Inches
30-35”
36-41”
42-47”
48-53”
54-60”

Size (cm)
75-90cm
91-105cm
106-121cm
122-137cm
138-152cm

Kylie™ Chair Pads
Designed to offer protection against incontinence
for use on household chairs and wheelchairs
whilst keeping the user dry and comfortable.
Available in Salmon Pink or Blue.
Size: 50 x 50cm
Absorbency: 750ml

PR52220
PR52220/B
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Pink
Blue

(£19.16) £22.99
(£19.16) £22.99

Innovative products for easier living

Price
(£18.33) £21.99
(£18.33) £21.99
(£18.33) £21.99
(£18.33) £21.99
(£18.33) £21.99

Toileting

The UK’s leading brand of washable continence care
underwear and bed protection
Male

Washable Bed
protection

Lady

Male & Female
Pouch Pant
System

Washable Bed
protection

Chair Pads

Continence Protection Assured
The Kylie® range of washable underwear is recommended by continence care advisers
The Kylie® range promotes wearer confidence and has enabled Kylie® to be the leading
brand in its field for over 25 years,

CONTINENCE CARE
Innovative products for easier living
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Toileting
Classic Lil Pad

Pull Up Pants

These pads are used to deal
with slight incontinence.
They have a waterproof
backing and a super
absorbent polymer making
the pads less bulky
and more absorbent. They are held secure by a self
adhesive backing strip and worn in conventional
underwear or stretch pants.
All sizes come in packs of 28 excluding Maxi which
come in packs of 30

Ultra convenient, these pull up
pants help retain independence
and dignity for users.
With high absorbency levels,
these disposable pants are
highly elasticated and are
comfortably shaped for both
men and women.
Supplied in packs of 14

Code
PR52190/1
PR52191/1
PR52192/1

Size
M
L
XL

Absorbency
Price
1260ml
(£16.66) £19.99
1630ml
(£17.08) £20.49
1360ml
(£19.16) £22.99

Code
PR52193/1
PR52194/1
PR52195/1

Size
Mini
Extra
Maxi

Absorbency
525ml
722ml
1250ml

Price
(£5.24) £6.29
(£6.74) £8.09
(£9.41) £11.29

Soffisof Classic Extra All-In-Ones - Mobile And Immobile
Mobile
Code
PR52273/1

Type
Medium

Size
Absorbency Price
70-110cm (40-70kg) 2118ml
(£10.08) £12.09

PR52274/1

Large

110-150cm (70-95kg)

Code
PR52270/1

Type
Maxi Med

PR52271/1

Maxi Large 110-150cm (70-95kg) 3492ml

(£15.66) £18.79

PR52272/1

Super XL

(£18.16) £21.79

Immobile

2510ml

(£11.99) £14.39

Size
Absorbency Price
70-110cm (40-70kg) 2912ml
(£13.49) £16.19

150+cm (95+kg)

3579ml

Soffisof all-in-ones come with a gathered waist and have a high absorbency rate which offers maximum comfort for
the patient. Designed for a mobile user. The super absorbent polymers soak up liquids and along with the inner cuffs
and repositionable tapes provide maximum protection against leakages. Gathered waist for comfort.
A wetness indicator informs the user as to when the pad needs to be changed.
Both styles and all sizes supplied in packs of 15

Soffisof Shaped Pads

These pads are anatomically
shaped with extra width to
keep the product securely
in place. Gathered waist
to the front and back
increase comfort and create
a universal fit. Made from
super absorbent polymers
that lock liquid and odours
into the pad. A wetness indicator tells the user when
the pad is ready to be changed. Ideally worn with stretch
net pants.
All sizes supplied in packs of 30 excluding the Maxi
which comes in a pack of 20

Code
PR52275/1
PR52276/1
PR52277/1
PR52278/1
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Size
Plus
Extra
Super
Maxi

Absorbency
1562ml
1828ml
2353ml
2424ml

Price
(£12.57) £15.09
(£14.49) £17.39
(£16.99) £20.39
(£13.74) £16.49

Supreme Light Pads

Ultra convenient, these
pull up pants help
retain independence
and dignity for users.
With high absorbency
levels, these
disposable pants
are highly elasticated
and are comfortably
shaped for both men
and women.
All sizes come in
packs of 28

Code
PR52196/1
PR52197/1
PR52198/1

Size
Extra
Midi Extra
Maxi

Absorbency
Price
600ml
(£6.91) £8.29
830ml
(£7.74) £9.29
1030ml
(£8.99) £10.79

Innovative products for easier living

Toileting
Reusable High Loss Pads

Disposable Bed Pads

Used under the person as a
precaution to absorb any
SELLER
accidental leakages and so
protect the bed linen by keeping it dry.
They are comfortable and consist of
soft, high absorbency fluff pulp which is
sandwiched between tissue and a plastic
back. 35 Pads per pack

BEST 3

Code
PR52156/1
PR52157/1
PR52158/1

Quantity
1 Pack of 35 pads
1 Pack of 35 pads
1 Pack of 35 pads

Size
Absorbency
Price
40 x 60cm 700ml
(£8.74) £10.49
60 x 60cm 950ml
(£11.91) £14.29
60 x 90cm 1500ml
(£16.74) £20.09

Stretch Pants - Long Leg And Short Leg

Stretch Pants are comfortable and soft and ensure a secure and tight fitting
for all types of incontinence pads. These Stretch Pants are made from
stretchable, breathable fabric that are lightweight and discreet.
Both styles sold in packs of 5

Long Leg

Code
PR52165/S
PR52165/M
PR52165/L
PR52165/XL
PR52165/XXL

Short Leg

Code
PR52166/S
PR52166/M
PR52166/L
PR52166/XL
PR52166/XXL

Waterproof Bedding

Size
50-75cm (19-30”)
70-90cm (27-36”)
85-110cm (33-43”)
105-130cm (41-51”)
115-140cm (45-55”)

Price
(£6.74) £8.09
(£6.74) £8.09
(£6.74) £8.09
(£6.74) £8.09
(£6.74) £8.09

Size
40-80cm (16-32”)
60-100cm (24-39”)
80-120cm (31-47”)
100-160cm (39-63”)
140-180cm (55-71”)

Price
(£7.91) £9.49
(£7.91) £9.49
(£7.91) £9.49
(£7.91) £9.49
(£7.91) £9.49

For light to medium urinary
incontinence. These pads are
specially designed for One Way Male
and Female Pouch Pants.
They contain a mix of highly
absorbent fibres in a washable pad
and can be used to double the
absorbency of the female and male
Pouch Pants.
3 per pack

Absorption: Upto 350ml
PR52126
(£20.24) £24.49

Disposable Insert Pads

Easy to use, these soft, comfortable,
disposal pads are highly absorbent
and completely biodegradable.
Where increased absorbency is
required, two pads can be used at
the same time. For use with one
way Pouch Pant system.
28 Pads per pack

Absorption: Up to 490ml
PR52140/1
(£6.24) £7.49

Excellent value, durable waterproof bedding protection.
Easy to care for, simply wash or wipe down with disinfectant solution.

Mattress Protector – Single
PR52161
Size: 914 x 1905 x 228mm
Mattress Protector – Double
PR52162
Size: 1905 x 1371 x 228mm
Duvet Protector – Single
PR52163
Size: 2032 x 1371mm
Pillow Case Protector
PR52164
Size: 736 x 480mm

Innovative products for easier living

(£14.91) £17.89
(£19.08) £22.89
(£18.49) £22.19
(£4.41) £5.29
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Raised Toilet Seats

BEST

SELLER3

Without Lid

With Lid

The Atlantis Raised Toilet Seats (RTS) are available in 3 height sizes and either with or without
a lid. The lid can be used as a bathroom seat. They are lightweight and easy to install. All the
parts can all be cleaned with warm water and a neutral cleanser or totally immersed in water.
They can also be autoclaved. Total width 36.5cm and total length 40.5cm. Please follow
instruction for use.

Without Lid
PR50922
5cm (2”) (£14.99) £17.99
PR50924 10cm (4”) (£14.99) £17.99
PR50926 15cm (6”) (£16.49) £19.79

With Lid
PR50922/L
PR50924/L
PR50926/L

Bidet Bowl

5cm (2”) with lid
10cm (4”) with lid
15cm (6”) with lid

Please note this product
is not suitable for use with
raised toilet seats.

74

30
st

190
kg

(£19.99) £23.99
(£19.99) £23.99
(£21.49) £25.79

Male Urinal With Lid

The ideal solution to personal
cleansing. The bidet bowl
fits inside the toilet bowl
converting a standard toilet
to a bidet.

PR50006

Max User
Weight

(£8.33) £9.99

BEST

SELLER3
Urinal bottle is translucent with a
blue lid. Can be emptied easily and
perfect for bedside use.
Not autoclavable.

Capacity: 1 Litre
PR50558

Innovative products for easier living

£5.19

Toileting
Padded Toilet Seat With Straps

BEST

SELLER3

Padded foam toilet seat with washable vinyl white cover, secures with
hook and loop straps on underside, provides an ergonomic way of
adding comfort to commode and toilet seats.
Can be cleaned easily with soapy water or disinfectant.

PR50646
PR50647

Fold Away Grab Rails

Height: 50mm (2”)
Height: 100mm (4”)

(£14.16) £16.99
(£19.16) £22.99

Toilet Surround

An adjustable height, white
plastic coated steel toilet
frame with and non slip
rubber tips. Also available
with floor fixing brackets
for maximum stability.

BEST

SELLER3

BEST

SELLER3

Epoxy coated tubular steel rails
in trombone shape. The base
plate has four mounting points
to secure it to the wall. Can be
mounted singular or in pairs to
provide support all around the
toilet.

Length: 760mm
PR50070
(£37.49) £44.99

Innovative products for easier living

Height
Width
Depth
PR50305

650-800mm
530mm
460mm
(£45.99)
£55.19
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Toileting
Easywipe Range

Female Urine Bottle

A

This urinal is made from clear plastic,
with its cleverly designed spout this
makes the user feel comfortable.
Easy to dispose of fluids.

Capacity: 500ml
PR50560

Female Urinal

£9.19

C

BEST

SELLER3

A

B

Urinal with a snap on lid and
calibrated for output recording.

Capacity: 1 litre
PR50565

B

£6.39

Female Urinal

C

Easywipe
PR50562

Length: 380mm

(£35.66) £42.79

Compact Easywipe
PR50562/F
Length: 220mm in case

(£38.99) £46.79

Pocket Easywipe
PR50562/P

(£29.99) £35.99

Travel John

This discreet, portable and disposable
urinal is ideal for situations when toilet
facilities are limited.
The Travel John turns the liquid into gel.
Suitable for men, women and children.
3 Per Pack

This female urinal is made from
polypropylene. It can be used in an
upright or lying position.

Capacity: 1 Litre
PR50567

Oak Leaf Bed Pan

£15.69

Capacity: 800ml
PR52160

£7.99

FoldEASY Toilet Frame
The Fold Easy Toilet Frame is
height adjustable with soft, easy
grip arm rests. Folds down neatly
when not in use. An optional
carry bag is available.
Max
User Weight

Polypropylene bed pan with handle
for ease of use. Can be autoclaved
or chemically cleaned.

Size: 430 x 320 x 120mm
PR50008
£42.99
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20
st

Height
Width
Depth

127
kg

620-740mm
510mm
530mm

FoldEasy Toilet Frame
PR50303
(£71.66) £85.99
Carry Bag
PR50303/Bag (£23.99) £28.79

Innovative products for easier living

Toileting
buckingham

easywiperange

pocket easywipe

This clever design has the same ergonomic shape and folds
neatly into 3 sections with an overall closed length of 15cm,
making it neat and totally discreet.

We design a range of products to meet the challenges facing the disabled and elderly.
Our Buckingham Foldeasy is a fully portable toilet frame.
Ranked the number l best safety toilet rail in the US
following extensive independent product research.

RANKED

no.1

hllps //w1k1.ezv1d com/best-toilet-sofety-ra1ls
,.,
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Toileting

Basketweave Commode Chair

BEST 3

Luxury Commode Chair

SELLER

A traditional Lloyd Loom wooden framed chair, hand
crafted from beech wood, with an attractive white and
gold weave. The chair features a removable padded
seat which conceals a plastic commode pan and lid with
carrying handle. The high chair sides give added stability
to the user and also aid the person when rising.

Footprint: 600 x 500mm
Max User
Weight

PR50504

78

25
st

160
kg

(£234.49) £281.39

This attractive, height adjustable, luxury commode chair
has a comfortable, waterproof covering. It has a metal
frame and two strong armrests which will offer support
to users. These chairs will look stylish in the bedroom or
living room, available in three attractive colours.

Max User
Weight

21.5
st

136
kg

PR50545
Blue
PR50546/T Terracotta
PR50547
Green

Innovative products for easier living

(£132.99) £159.59
(£132.99) £159.59
(£132.99) £159.59

Toileting
Protect-A-Bed® Premium Mattress Protector

BEST

SELLER3

Dust Mite & Allergy
Protection Barrier
Waterproof
Air Vapour
Porous

Cotton

Miracle Membrane®

Every Mattress needs a Protect-A-Bed® Mattress Protector
Fact: Every night the human body loses at least a pint of body fluids through the skin pores and mouth, as well
as millions of skin flakes. Unprotected mattresses create the perfect breeding ground for bacteria and dust mites
(a major cause of asthma, eczema and rhinitis).

- Dust mite barrier & allergy protection
- Absorbent, air vapour porous and waterproof
- Terry cotton surface
- Allows airflow through mattress and bedding
- Cool and comfortable to sleep on
- Repels liquids like urine and sweat - especially helpful in cases
of incontinence
Bunk
PR52170
Single
PR52171
PR52171/A Single Adjustable
Double
PR52172
King
PR52173
Super King
PR52174
Underpad Draw Sheet
PR52178
Pillow Protector
(2 units)
PR52175

75 x 190cm
90 x 190cm
90 x 200cm
135 x 190cm
150 x 200cm
180 x 200cm
120 x 120cm

(£19.99) £23.99
(£23.66) £28.39
(£23.66) £28.39
(£29.99) £35.99
(£30.99) £37.19
(£37.49) £44.99
(£22.74) £27.29

50 x 57cm

(£19.99) £23.99

Innovative products for easier living
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Leisure
BEST

SELLER3

Pocket LED Magnifier

Natural
PR70095

Batteries Included

PR70081

£6.29

£35.99

Full Page Magnifier

BEST

SELLER3

£20.99
Size: 28 x 21.5cm

PR70001

£9.99

Magnifying Sheet
Hot Pink
PR70095/HP

Aqua
PR70095/AQ

Magnifier On A Stand

Size: 19 X 13cm

PR70086
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£3.19

This large 2x
magnifier comes with
a weighted stand base
and a clamping
device to attach to a
table or desk surface,
for hands free use. The extendable arm allows the
magnifier to be positioned at different heights and
angles. Size: 220 x 170mm

PR70057

£39.99

Innovative products for easier living

Leisure
Under Pillow Vibration Alarm Clock

Talking Dual Time Alarm Clock
•
Press the large top
button and this quartz
analogue clock will
speak the time.
•
Talking function
and clear analogue
face assists the visually
impaired
•
Dual time with
traditional hands and
digital display
• Voice announcement of temperature
• Alarm and hourly time:
announcement optional
• Uses 2 x AA batteries (not included)

PR70073

£13.79

Talking Big Digit Watch

A stylish digital watch with
oversize LCD digital display.
The clear voice
announcement of time and
date assists the visually
impaired.
Uses 1 x CR2016 lithium
battery (included).

PR70163

(£14.83) £17.79

Set your desired wake up time, place under your
pillow and the alarm will wake you by vibration. As
this is a ‘feel’ sensitive alarm it is ideal for user’s with
hearing difficulties, shift-workers or anyone who
sleeps using earplugs.
It can also be set as an audible alarm, has a dual
alarm setting facility, and displays the date, digital time
and temperature on the backlit display. Also ideal as a
travel alarm clock.

PR70076

(£20.08) £24.09

Lite-Touch Pen
Almost no pressure is required to write with the
Lite-Touch Pen. The entire pen is built up to provide
a comfortable hold. A slight indentation in the thumb
area aids in gripping. It is lightweight plastic with a
clip top.

BEST

SELLER3

Cap included.
Black ink.

PR70017

Writing Grips

Pencil Grips

Helps reduce fatigue caused by writing pressure. These
non slip triangular shaped grips are comfortable and slip
onto any standard sized pencil. 3 per pack

PR70891

(£4.58) £5.49

£3.59

Helps reduce fatigue caused
by writing pressure.
Writing Grips are soft,
plastic, and bulb
shaped grips that slip
onto any standard size
pen or pencil.
3 per pack

PR70022

Innovative products for easier living

£4.19
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Leisure
Smokers Robot

Automatic Needle Threader
This simple, plastic device
makes threading needles
easy, even with poor
eyesight or shaky hands.
Different sizes of needles
can be threaded at the
two ends by following the
instructions enclosed
in the pack.
Two needles are included,
although standard needles
can be used.

The Smokers Robot enables safe,
hands-free smoking. The Smokers
Robot allows a cigarette to rest
safely in the holder that is attached
to an ashtray base.
Features a 910mm tube with a
mouthpiece.
Replacement tubes are available
separately.
PR70010
PR70011

Smokers Robot
Replacement Tube

Home Safety Alert

(£71.66) £86.39
(£16.99) £20.39

PR70056

A wireless calling alarm system
with one main receiver unit
and two pendant calling
transmitters. Call button and
panic button on each pendant.
Helpful support for the elderly,
disabled or children.

£5.69

Gimble Book Holder

Main unit receives and
recognises who is calling and
the urgency by different sounds
and coloured light signals. Battery or mains operated. Quick reset
button on main unit to cancel the call or alarm. The unit’s range is
100ft (30m). Battery or mains operated. Low battery warning signal.
Each transmitter uses 1 x 23A 12v battery (included). The receiver
unit is powered by a 6v adaptor (not included) or 4 x AA batteries (not
included).

Whether you like to curl up in bed
with a good book and a mug of tea,
enjoy reading whilst sitting at the table
or prefer a relaxing read outdoors,
this great new product is the perfect
answer to that ‘extra pair of hands’
you always seem to need.

PR70145

£63.79

Grey

£5.99

PR70094/P

Pink

£5.99

PR70094/W

White

£5.99

PR70094/G

Nose/Ear Hair Clipper

Real Big Playing Cards

Card Player

This simple to
use watertight
trimmer can be
used wet or dry,
to trim unwanted
hair from your
nose and ears.
Designed to use
a gentle rotary
action, preventing
any uncomfortable
pulling or prodding.
Easy to clean.
Requires 1 x AA
battery.

Easy-to-see giant cards. These
extra large playing cards are
easy to read and hold.
Size: 150 x 100mm

Holds playing cards in a natural
position. Comfortably holds
standard or oversized playing
cards. Can be held in the hand or
placed on a table. Sold in a pair

PR55040
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£15.89

PR70008

£10.99

PR70005
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£19.19

Exercise & Therapy

PR61451

(£199.99)

PR61400/GEL

£239.99
£5.19

PR61400/PADS

(£14.16)

PR61400/GLOVES/S (Small)

(£21.83)

£26.19

PR61400/GLOVES/L (Large)

(£21.83)

£26.19

£16.99

PR61455

PR61455/HEAD Replacement head (£24.99)

£199.99
£29.99

Aerosure Medic is a Class 1 Medical device registered with the MHRA. If you are unsure of the cause of your
symptoms, please consult your healthcare professional. Always read the the user’s manual before use. For the full list
of contraindications please refer to the product packaging or www.aerosure-medic.com. Aerosure Medic does not
replace the need for medication already supplied by your doctor. †Inspiratory Muscle Training (IMT) is a technique
used to correct or increase respiratory function by improving the performance of the muscles involved in inhalation.
Positive Expiratory Pressure (PEP) devices help inhaled air get behind the mucus in the lungs and helps keep the
airways open, so mucus can be expelled through coughing/huffing.

Innovative products for easier living
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(£166.66)
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Exercise & Therapy
Pedal Exerciser With Pedometer

Pedal Exerciser

This Folding
Pedal Exerciser
with Electronic
Display is a great
tool for improving
cardiovascular
fitness, stimulating
circulation and
improving leg
and arm muscle
strength.

BEST 3

SELLER

Economical and compact home exerciser. This exerciser
helps restore muscle strength, circulation and coordination
the lower and upper extremities. Can be stored easily
under a chair or bed.
Durable steel frame, Chrome finish, non-slip tips.
Size: 510 x 400 x 230mm

PR15341

£23.99

Over Door Exercise Pulley

Use the Over
Door Exercise
Pulleys to
help improve
range of motion
and coordination
following CVA; the stronger arm
pulls the affected arm up in a
controlled stretching motion.
2 models are available. With
Extended Metal Bracket positions
the pulleys 38cm away from the
door to give the client more room
to move. With Webbing Anchor fits
snugly between the door and frame
Will not scratch surfaces
With Extended Metal Bracket
PR15057
With Webbing Anchor

£23.99

PR15057/WA

£26.39
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This attractive pedal exerciser features a five
function display that helps you track your exercise
time, revolution count, revolutions per minute and
total calories burned.
The folding design makes it perfect for travel and
easy storage.

PR15342

£49.99

Neck Cushion And
Massager

Wheat Bag - Lavender

These wheat bags are lavender
scented and are ideal for cramps,
headaches/migraines, aches,
tension and stress. Available in
two outer cover choices
This comfortable neck pillow is filled
with micro-foam beads. It relaxes the
neck area and the vibration ensures a
soothing massage.

PR61409

Gel Therapy Balls

BEST

SELLER3

£28.79

Length: 410mm
Width: 135mm
Depth: 25mm

PR15095/T Tartan
£10.99
PR15095/P Purple fleece £10.99

Our Therapy Balls are colour coded
to provide variable resistance training
for hands, fingers and forearms. The
balls are pleasant to touch and return
back to their original shape after each
squeeze. Perfect for use in the clinic
or at home
PR15220/P
PR15220/BL
PR15220/G
PR15220/O
PR15220/BK

Innovative products for easier living

Pink - Extra Soft £3.79
Blue - Soft
£3.79
Green - Medium £3.79
Orange - Firm
£3.79
Black - Extra Firm £3.79

Orthopaedic

v

• Designed by orthopaedic professionals
• Manufactured in state of the art factories
using specialist equipment & machinery
• Made with Medical Grade materials for
comfort & durability
• Registered with Health Regulatory
Agencies across the World including the
MHRA, the FDA and Health Canada

Innovative products for easier living
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Orthopaedic
The innovative and versatile Neo G Range from Able2 offers a
dynamic selection of medical grade orthopaedic and sports
supports for all ages, body types and events. Manufactured and
designed to European and international standards, recognised
throughout the world and sold into various markets globally.

Elbow Support

Breathable and lightweight

For the correct size
measure
circumference as
shown

• Unisex, lightweight and slimline supports that fit either left
or right side
• Helps supports injured and weak muscles and/or joints
during sporting or occupational tasks
• Assists with sprains, strains, instability and arthritic joints
• Specialist breathable fabric helps with moisture control

Wrist And Thumb Support

PR79078/S
PR79078/M
PR79078/L
Price

Small (13 - 16cm)
Medium (16 - 19cm)
Large (19 - 23cm)
£13.99

Small (21 - 24cm)
PR79077/S
PR79077/M Medium (24 - 27cm)
Large (27 - 30cm)
PR79077/L
PR79077/XL X Large (30 - 33cm)
Price
£14.49

Knee Support

Small (30 - 34cm)
PR79081/S
PR79081/M Medium (34 - 38cm)
Large (38 - 43cm)
PR79081/L
PR79081/XL X Large (43 - 48cm)
Price
£14.49

Calf/Shin Support

Ankle Support

Small (32 - 36cm)
PR79079/S
PR79079/M Medium (36 - 40cm)
Large (40 - 44cm)
PR79079/L
PR79079/XL X Large (44 - 48cm)
Price
£13.99

Small (15 - 19cm)
PR79080/S
PR79080/M Medium (19 - 23cm)
Large (23 - 28cm)
PR79080/L
PR79080/XL X Large (28 - 33cm)
Price
£14.49
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Orthopaedic
Universal size

Hinged
Open
Knee
Support

Universal size

Universal size

PR79052
£19.99

PR79057
£47.99

PR79056
£34.99

Closed
Knee
Support

Patella
Band

Calf/Shin
Splint
Support

Open
Knee
Support

• All supports are one
universal size
• All supports in the VCS
range fit perfectly every time
• Compression is fully
adjustable regardless of the
presence of swelling
• Medical grade neoprene
provides excellent heat
retention
• All support edges are bound
comfortably for safety
• All supports are ultra thin
and can be worn in the office,
at home or on the field of play
• All supports can be used/
worn in conjunction with a the
Integrated Neo G 3D Hot and
Cold Compression Support
System

Groin Support
Universal
size

PR79060
£24.99

Stabilised Wrist
Support

Universal size
PR79055R Right £18.99
PR79055L Left
£18.99

Stabilized
Open
Knee
Support

Universal size

Universal size

Universal size

PR79051
£17.99

PR79067
£14.99

PR79068
£19.99

Tennis/
Golf
Elbow
Support

Tennis
Elbow
Strap

Ankle
Support

PR79064
£15.99

PR79053
£19.99

Universal size

Universal size

Universal size

PR79059
£19.99

Shoulder Support

Universal size
Right £29.99
PR79069R
Left
PR79069L
£29.99

Wrist
Support

Universal size

PR79050
£15.99

Waist/Back Support

Universal size
PR79054

Back Brace

Universal size
£25.99

PR79062

Stabilised Wrist NEW Thumb
& Thumb Brace
Brace

£46.79

Universal size

Universal size
PR79105/R Right £19.99
PR79105/L Left £19.99

Innovative products for easier living

PR79063
£17.99
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Orthopaedic
NEW

Energizing Daily Wear Knee Highs

Help revitalise tired, aching legs or
swollen ankles during everyday life.
Graduated compression provides
maximum compression at the ankle which
gradually decreases up the leg helping
general circulation. Shaped heel cup,
reinforced toe for accurate positioning and
comfort. Made from microfibre.

S
M
L
XL
Price

Black
PR79106/BK/S
PR79106/BK/M
PR79106/BK/L
PR79106/BK/XL

The Neo G Travel & Flight
Compression Socks provide
graduated compression to help
improve circulation on long journeys
and during periods of inactivity.

Beige
PR79106/BE/S
PR79106/BE/M
PR79106/BE/L
PR79106/BE/XL
£12.49

Mens Daily Energizing Socks

NEW

Rejuvenate tired, aching legs or swollen
ankles. Ideal with mild symptoms of
varicose veins. Made from soft breathable
ribbed fabric.

S
M
L
XL
Price

Black
PR79107/BK/S
PR79107/BK/M
PR79107/BK/L
PR79107/BK/XL

This shoulder sling can be used for broken wrist,
upper arm and forearm, with its universal design
the sling can be adjusted to fit all. A one-piece
sling with Velcro closure and stabilising buckle.
Supplied in black only.

Size: 5 x 112cm
PR/UPS

Code
PR79103/BK/S
PR79103/BK/M
PR79103/BK/L
PR79103/BK/XL

Colour
Black
Black
Black
Black

Size*
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

PR79103/BE/S
PR79103/BE/M
PR79103/BE/L
PR79103/BE/XL

Beige
Beige
Beige
Beige

Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

NEW

£15.49

Easy-Fit Finger Splint

This collar is ideal to
stabilise the neck after
trauma, or for long term
use as a night resting
collar. Made in fully
washable medium
density closed cell
foam, which will not
collapse with use. Available in four sizes

88

The socks have a graduated
compression level of 14-18mmHg
with the maximum compression
starting at the ankle and gradually
decreasing up the leg. This helps aid
circulation when stationary for long
periods and helps provide relief for
tired, aching or swollen legs.

Price

£5.99

Neck Collar

Code
PR/BC/1
PR/BC/2
PR/BC/3
PR/BC/4
Price

Unisex and discreet, the socks are
perfect for all types of travel, whether
by car, coach, train or airplane.

Sizes Based On Calf Circumference

White
PR79107/WH/S
PR79107/WH/M
PR79107/WH/L
PR79107/WH/XL
£12.49

Shoulder/Arm Sling

Flight and Travel
Compression Socks

Size
Depth x Length
Small
7.5 x 43cm
Medium
9 x 47cm
Large
9 x 51cm
Large/Deep
10 x 51cm
£9.99

Airflow Breathable
Arm Sling
The Easy-Fit

Finger Splint
is a lightweight
and firm splint
ergonomically designed
for optimum finger immobilisation and
recovery. Its flexible, soft, cushioned
shell can be bent/moulded to the
desired shape for the best fit and
comfort. This splint is available in 4
lengths.
NEW

PR79104/S
PR79104/M
PR79104/L
PR79104/XL
Price

Small (5cm/2”)
Medium (6cm/2.4”)
Large (6.5cm/2.6”)
XL (8cm/3.1”)
£7.99

Innovative products for easier living

This sling is adjustable and
constructed from breathable
fabric for maximum comfort.
Adjustable fitting and close
fastening. Fits both left and
right arms.

PR79073

£19.99

Back Care
Harley

Harley Slimline Wedge/
Car Seat Leveller

Designer Wedge

BEST

SELLER3

SP24083

SP24023

An ideal 8° angle ensures the natural ‘S’ shape of the spine is maintained.
A base of high resilient foam bonded to a topping of visco elastic memory foam.

Size: 36 x 36 x 7cm
Designer Wedge
Designer Coccyx Wedge

SP24083
SP24023

£45.99
£45.99

All wedges available with optional coccyx cut out and/or fixing strap Add /S to the relevant code (For a fixing strap add £4.00)

Harley

11° Wedge

Harley

Ideal in the car where headroom is at
a premium. A boon when the need
is felt for just a little added support
to ease muscle tension in the lumbar
region.

Size: 36 x 36 x 5cm
Slimline Wedge
SP24010
£25.49
Slimline Coccyx Wedge
SP24052
£25.49

Lumbar Rolls

Tilts the pelvis to the optimum 11°
keeping the spine in its natural
position. Significantly decreases
pain in the lower back and legs.
Size: 36 x 36 x 10cm
11° Wedge
SP24015
11° Coccyx Wedge
SP24050

£25.49
£25.49

‘D’ type rolls are ideal on a flat
backed seat, perhaps a car or
office chair. Circular rolls are more
suited to a padded or lounge type
seat. Fitted with an elasticated
strap. Easily portable - take yours
with you wherever you go.

Length: 28cm
SP24008
SP24001
SP24007
SP24016

Circular - 5”
Circular - 4”

‘D’ Roll - 5”
‘D’ Roll - 4”

£18.99
£18.99
£18.99
£18.99

All Harley back supports and lumbar rolls are supplied with an elesticated fixing strap.

Innovative products for easier living
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Back Care
Harley

Designer
Spine Support

Harley Designer Car/Low
Back Support

Harley

BEST

Designer Back
Support

SELLER3

SP24081

SP24018

Our back support is gently
sculptured to hold the lumbar spine
in the correct position. Shaped
sides offer gentle lateral support
and optimum comfort. Individually
moulded from visco elastic memory
foam.

Moulded visco elastic memory
foam product that provides
lumbar support and is ideal
in the car or in an office chair.
Exceptional comfort and relief.

SP24081

Harley

30 x 21cm

£45.49

Original Car/Low
Back Support

SP24078

Harley

Perfect on an upright type seat. A
base of polyurethane foam bonded
to a topping of pressure relieving
visco elastic memory foam.
Provides maximum comfort as it
adjusts to the natural curve of the
spine.

Moulded to the same ergonomic
shape as the Designer Car/Low
Back Support but using polyurethane
foam makes this ideal for those who
prefer added support.

SP24024

SP24018

38 x 41cm

£51.49

30 x 21cm

£39.99

BEST

Designer Ring
Cushion

HIGH

RISK

The Designer Ring allows the user to
sit for longer periods as visco elastic
foam conforms to the body and literally
‘moulds as you move’. Reduces
interface pressure on the body. Fitted
inner cover. Weight: 800g
Outer cover available

SP24005

Designer Ring Cushion
SP44233 44cm (Dia) x 10cm £44.99
Ring Cushion Cover
SP44266 Towelling (Black) £14.99
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Original Ring Cushion

MEDIUM

RISK

Constructed from
moulded
polyurethane
foam that
provides relief
to endangered
areas when sitting
for longer periods. Fitted cotton inner cover.
Outer cover available

Original Ring Cushion
44cm (Dia) x 8cm £31.49
SP44837
Ring Cushion Cover
Towelling (Black) £14.99
SP44266
SP44266/TAR Tartan

Inflatable Rubber Ring

£14.99
LOW

RISK

Inflatable rubber
ring can be used to
prevent pressure
sores or assist with
their healing. Rubber
ring can be wiped clean.

PR20616
PR20618

41cm (Dia)
46cm (Dia)

40 x 38cm £52.99

Original Back
Support

Moulded to the same ergonomic
shape as the Designer Back Support
but using polyurethane foam which
makes this ideal for those who prefer
added support.

HARLEY RING CUSHION RANGE
SELLER3

SP24005

SP24078

£17.99
£17.99

40 x 38cm

Nodular Ring
Cushion

£44.99

LOW

RISK

Nodular shaped
polyurethane foam
BEST
allows air to
SELLER
circulate freely and
takes pressure away
from endangered areas.
Complete with its own
discreet cover. Tartan cover
as standard - other options
available.

3

41cm (Dia) x 7cm
SP44289
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£26.49

Back Care
Harley

Correcting
Shoulder Support

Harley

Sacroiliac Support Belt

This support helps to correct round
shoulders. It can also relieve upper
back pain. Front fastening for easy use.

Code
Small
SP24108
Medium
SP24156
Large
SP24157
Extra Large
SP24158
Price

Harley

76-86cm (30-34”)
89-102cm (35-40”)
104-117cm (41-46”)
120-132cm (47-52”)
£44.49

SELLER3
Additional
stabilisation of the
sacrum and added
pelvic support.
With this belt
re-establish the
joints natural
movement.
Additional side pulls.

Har

Universal
Support Belt

Stabilises hips and pelvis. It has
detachable side pulls for added
support and provides uniform
compression with unrestricted mobility.

Code
Small
SP24106
Medium
SP24114
Large
SP24117
Extra Large
SP24120
Price

BEST

Chest (under bust)

Waist

56-69cm (22-27”)
71-84cm (28-33”)
86-99cm (34-39”)
102-114cm (40-45”)
£42.99

Code
SP24249
SP24273
SP24274
SP24275

Size
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

Price

£40.49

le y Gentle Forme
Support Belt

Slim effective compressive support
with removable back protection pad
20cm at back narrowing to 13cm at
front.

Code
Small
SP24031
Medium
SP24043
Large
SP24044
Extra Large
SP24045
Price

Hip (7” below waist)
76-86cm (30-34”)
89-102cm (35-40”)
104-117cm (41-46”)
120-132cm (47-52”)

Waist

56-69cm (22-27”)
71-84cm (28-33”)
86-99cm (34-39”)
102-114cm (40-45”)
£42.99

Harley

Power Plus
Support Belt

Ideal for heavy tasks with additional
side pulls. Compressive support
to the low back. Removable back
protection pad. 21cm at back
narrowing to 15cm at front.

Code
Small
SP24032
Medium
SP24046
Large
SP24047
Extra Large
SP24048
Price

Innovative products for easier living

Waist
56-69cm (22-27”)
71-84cm (28-33”)
86-99cm (34-39”)
102-114cm (40-45”)
£53.99
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Powered Mobility

Selected Power Chairs

TDX SP2 NB
The Invacare TDX SP2 Narrow Base power wheelchair is the
ultimate combination of comfortable seating with a compact,
stylish, high performance driving base. Whether effortlessly
managing tight indoor environments or confidently performing
in challenging, outdoor terrain the TDX SP2 NB is the centre
wheel drive that offers the Total Driving eXperience. The
confidence of being in control, and doing so in style!
Length:1160mm
Width: 610mm
Maximum Speed: 6mph
Maximum User Weight: 23st/150kg

INV_TDXSPNB

Standard Base Price

(£4,806)
£5,767.20

Kite
The Invacare Kite is unique in performance, driving comfort,
compactness and personalisation. Designed for active
individuals, this remarkable chair has a compact design
making it ideal for outdoor activities and comes with a
wide range of colour options. Its Dual Swing Technology
(D.S.T.)®, provides a unique suspension system to
guarantee a superior driving experience with improved
comfort and traction.
•
•
•

Patented Dual Swing Technology (D.S.T.)®
Configured for customisation
Simply Smart LiNX control system

Length: 1140mm
Width: 595mm
Maximum Speed: 6mph
Maximum User Weight: 25st/160kg

INV_KITE

Standard Base Price

(£4,698)
£5,637.60

Powered Mobility

Popular Scooter Models

Orion Pro
The advanced suspension system on the
Orion PRO has been designed to bring better
performance and give a smoother ride over a
variety of surfaces and terrains. In addition,
the Orion PRO features a powerful motor and
12” wheels to ensure that whether you are
in the city or the country, you get where you
need to go in comfort and style.
Length: 1320mm
Width: 650mm
Maximum Speed: 8mph
Maximum User Weight: 25st/160kg

More Models Available
At Our Showroom

INV_ORI

Standard Base Price

(£2,425)
£2,910

Why Not Give Us A Call?
If you are thinking of having a Mobility Scooter, talk to our
team of specialist assessors who can give you advice on
which make or model may be best for where you live and
for where you want to use it.
This may include the assessor coming to your home to look
at where you want to use the scooter, and where you can
store and charge it. We will also ensure that you are safe to
use the scooter you have chosen.

Powered Mobility

Popular Scooter Models

Rascal Veo Sport
The Veo Sport is fully loaded with features
that include 22Ah batteries, a padded delta
tiller and a luxury seat, detailed with unique
white accent stitching. The Veo Sport’s easy
and robust take apart mechanism allows you
to store or drive away with it in the boot of
your car, so it is very practical yet with its
distinctive looks, exclusive all-round
suspension, this is the travel scooter
with the edge!
Length: 108cm

RASC_VS

Standard Base Price

Width: 60cm

(£1,049)
£1,258.80

Maximum Speed: 4mph
Maximum User Weight: 20st/ 129.2kg

Leo
Safe, solid, secure: The Invacare Leo is a
scooter designed for all those that value their
independence and wish to get out and about
unaided. Safety is a key feature of the Leo, but
this does not detract from its stylish and sporty
looks. Leo offers users the freedom and
confidence to enjoy their essential daily outings
and leisure excursions.
Length: 1220mm
Width: 590mm
Maximum Speed: 4mph

INV_LEO

Standard Base Price

(£1,395)
£1,674

Maximum User Weight: 21st/136kg

Wheelchairs

Popular Wheelchairs

Alu Lite
The Invacare Alu Lite is the basic-entry level
wheelchair in the Invacare manual range.
The lightweight aluminium construction of this
transit wheelchair makes it easy to manoeuvre,
even for an elderly carer, as well as providing
a wheelchair that is easy to fold and transport.
Length:1030mm
Width: 520/570mm
Seat Width: 405/455mm
Maximum User Weight: 15st/100kg

Easy To
“Fold
And

Transport

INV_ALU

Standard Base Price

”

(£188)
£225.60

Action 5
The Invacare Action 5 has been designed for the more
active individual, looking for an affordable chair with
great drive performance and the ability to fold
easily for handling, storage and transportation
purposes. With it’s two new advanced innovations
(patent pending) and lightweight construction, the
new Action 5 give individuals a chair they can
    enjoy and rely on. Key features include:
•

Unique folding mechanism

•

Stability of a rigid chair

        •    Quick step-less adjustability
               •    Highly configurable
Length: 845/1205mm
Width: 485/780mm
Seat Width: 05/530mm
Maximum User Weight: 20st/130kg

INV_ACT5

Standard Base Price

(£1,075)
£1,290

Wheelchairs

Popular Wheelchairs

Küschall Champion SK
Sleek, smart styling meets compactness and
practicality. The active rigid wheelchair that folds
is now even smaller. Having the benefit of an
everyday wheelchair with such small folded
dimensions makes light work of all aspects of travel.
It’s the perfect companion in your busy day to day
commuting and essential for any holiday
destination. Evolved from our highly popular
Champion, the SK features a folding front frame,
the result is a wheelchair that is lightweight,
easy to handle and convenient to transport.
Length: 850/930mm
Width: 520/620mm
Seat Width: 360/460mm
Maximum User Weight: 19st/130kg

INV_CHSK

Standard Base Price

(£2,515)
£3,018

What We Have
We have a wide range of wheelchairs available...
• Manual ‘self-propelled’
• ‘Assistant-propelled’
• Power (electric) wheelchairs, which are operated
by the user via a joystick pad.
Specialist chairs are also available with features which
allow the chair to recline, rise or tilt. Our team of
specialist assessors can give you advice on which make
or model may be best for you.
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ORDER FORM
ORDER Delivery
FORM
Details (If different fro m custo m er details)

Customer details
Customer details
Name
Name
A d dress
A d dress

Delivery Details (If different fro m custo m er details)
Name
Name
A d dress
A d dress

Post Co de
Post Co de

Dayti m e Tel N o.
Dayti m e Tel N o.

Code No.
Code No.

Post Co de
Post Co de

Dayti m e Tel N o.
Dayti m e Tel N o.

Description
Description

Size
Size

Payment Method
Payment
I e nc los eMethod
a c h e q u e / p os ta l ord e r for £
IPlease
e nc loscharge
e a c h e qmuye /Credit
p os ta l oCard
rd e r for
for £the ite ms ab o ve
Please
charge
mwy inCredit
iteurms
ab o ve
Please
q u ote
the follo
g inforCard
m atiofor
n frothe
m yo
card:

M aster
M aster

Colour
Colour

or
oVisa
r
Visa

Qty
Qty

Price each
Price each

S w itch
S w itch

Sub Total
Sub Total
Carriage
Carriage
Total to Pay
Total to Pay

Total
Total

£7
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Please q u ote the follo w in g infor m atio n fro m yo ur card:
Card N u m ber:
Card N u m ber: M o nth
Year
Valid Fro m:
Valid Fro m:
Expir y Date:
Expir y Date:

Sig nature
Sig nature

M o nth

Year

Security N u m ber:
Security N u m ber:
Issue N u m ber:
Issue N u m ber:

Date
Date

Why two Prices - VAT Zero rating
So m e of the products in this catalogue are designed specifically for the relief of
Why two Prices - VAT Zero rating
chronic illness or disability and m ay be purchased, by those eligible, without paying
So m e of the products in this catalogue are designed specifically for the relief of
VAT. The VAT free prices are sho w n in brackets. For the products w hich do not
chronic illness or disability and m ay be purchased, by those eligible, without paying
illustrate prices in brackets, VAT relief cannot be claim ed A N D EVERYO N E H A S TO
VAT. The VAT free prices are sho w n in brackets. For the products w hich do not
PAY VAT.
illustrate prices in brackets, VAT relief cannot be claim ed A N D EVERYO N E H A S TO
You can
PAY
VAT.qualify for VAT relief if you are chronically sick or disabled and are purchasing
goods for personal and do m estic use w hich are relevant to your disability. To claim
You can qualify for VAT relief if you are chronically sick or disabled and are purchasing
VAT relief you m ust co m plete in full the declaration on our order for m.
goods for personal and do m estic use w hich are relevant to your disability. To claim
VAT relief you
ust co m plete in full the declaration on our order for m.
Important
VATmNote:
Products that m ay be VAT exe m pt have been identified. It is the retailers responsibility
Important VAT Note:
w hether or not to charge VAT. If VAT is not charged it is also the retailers responsibility
Products that m ay be VAT exe m pt have been identified. It is the retailers responsibility
to ensure that they obtain a valid VAT exe m ption certificate approved by custo ms
w hether or not to charge VAT. If VAT is not charged it is also the retailers responsibility
& excise with every order fro m buyers that m ay qualify fro m paying VAT.
to ensure that they obtain a valid VAT exe m ption certificate approved by custo ms
& excise with every order fro m buyers that m ay qualify fro m paying VAT.
Mail Order
Handling and carriage cost illustrated applies to m ainland U K only. G oods ordered by
Mail Order
m ail order m ay be returned, for replace m ent or refund, if not suitable for your use,
Handling and carriage cost illustrated applies to m ainland U K only. G oods ordered by
provided w e are notified within 10 days of receipt. This is in addition to your statutory
m ail order m ay be returned, for replace m ent or refund, if not suitable for your use,
rights. The goods m ust be unused and in their original packaging. We reserve the right
provided w e are notified within 10 days of receipt. This is in addition to your statutory
to charge for all carriage costs incurred.
rights. The goods m ust be unused and in their original packaging. We reserve the right
Delivery
to charge for all carriage costs incurred.
Orders will be delivered to the address sho w n on the order for m by Royal M ail or
Delivery
N ational Carrier depending upon the size and w eight. We aim to despatch within 14
Orders will be delivered to the address sho w n on the order for m by Royal M ail or
days, but if you have not heard fro m us within 28 days, please contact us. Ite ms m ay
N ational Carrier depending upon the size and w eight. We aim to despatch within 14
be sent separately, therefore you m ay not receive your entire order in one delivery.
days, but if you have not heard fro m us within 28 days, please contact us. Ite ms m ay
Guarantee
be sent separately, therefore you m ay not receive your entire order in one delivery.
All products within the catalogue are guaranteed against defects in m aterials or
Guarantee
w orkm anship for one year, fro m the date of purchase, unless otherwise stated. We
All products within the catalogue are guaranteed against defects in m aterials or
reco m m end regular visual checks to ensure your product is not showing undue signs
w orkm anship for one year, fro m the date of purchase, unless otherwise stated. We
of w ear and tear.
reco m m end regular visual checks to ensure your product is not showing undue signs
Money
Backtear.
Guarantee
of w ear and
If for any reason the products you receive are da m aged or faulty, or even unsuitable
Money Back Guarantee
for your purpose, return the m to us unused, in their original packaging, within 14 days
If for any reason the products you receive are da m aged or faulty, or even unsuitable
of receipt, and w e will replace the goods or refund your pay m ent.
for your purpose, return the m to us unused, in their original packaging, within 14 days
Specialist
Advice
of receipt, and
w e will replace the goods or refund your pay m ent.
For advice regarding the suitability of a product, w e reco m m end that you contact an
Specialist Advice
Occupational Therapist through your local Social Services. Your local Disabled Living
For advice regarding the suitability of a product, w e reco m m end that you contact an
Centre m ay also be able to help. For details of your local centre, call the DLF Helpline
Occupational Therapist through your local Social Services. Your local Disabled Living
on 0870 6039177.
Centre m ay also be able to help. For details of your local centre, call the DLF Helpline
on 0870 6039177.
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This is the last 3 digits o n the
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VAT Declaration - If you qualify for vat zero rating you must complete this section
to
claim
relief from
vat on
the goods
ordering.
Seecomplete
below forthis
details.
VAT
Declaration
- If you
qualify
for vat you
zeroare
rating
you must
section
G oods and Services for disabled persons: Eligibility declaration by an individual.
to
claim relief from vat on the goods you are ordering. See below for details.
I declare that I a m / the person for w ho m I a m buying is / chronically sick or disabled
G oods and Services for disabled persons: Eligibility declaration by an individual.
by reason of (give a full and specific description of your condition,),eg M ultiple
I declare that I a m / the person for w ho m I a m buying is / chronically
sick or disabled
Sclerosis, Stroke, Rheu m atoid Arthritis etc.),
by reason of (give a full and specific description of your condition, eg M ultiple
Sclerosis, Stroke, Rheu m atoid Arthritis etc.),
and that I a m receiving the goods detailed above w hich are being supplied to m e
for do m estic or m y personal use and claim relief fro m value added tax under group
and that I a m receiving the goods detailed above w hich are being supplied to m e
12 of schedule 8 to the Value A dded Tax Act 1994
for do m estic or m y personal use and claim relief fro m value added tax under group
12 of schedule 8 to the Value A dded Tax Act 1994
Signature
Signature
Date
Date
General Enquiries
If you have a query with your order or need m ore infor m ation on our products, please
General Enquiries
contact us at:
If you have a query with your order or need m ore infor m ation on our products, please
contact us at:
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